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The loneliness theme of Carson McGullers' fiction falls into three divisions or levels.

And because of her focus on the individual, her general theme of loneliness as it results from

human isolation is universal. She develops her "broad principal theme" through an

examination of human characteristics common to all human beings. In expressing her

concept of isolation as a human condition, however, she presents loneliness as she believes it

exists in her own culture, and, for this reason, her works present a loneliness that results from

American cultural attitudes and is tempered by a Southern sense of nostalgia.

After first establishing an understanding of McCullers' basic theme through an analysis

of The Heart Is a Lonely hunter, this study analyzes the nature of the Southern tradition and

its influence on the criticism of her fiction with particular focus on the problems of

determining to what degree her Southern settings inhibit the interpretation of her works

beyond a regional perspective. A comparison of thematic elements, events, and

characterization in The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter to nonfiction critical discussions of

American culture in The Image by Daniel Boorstin and The Pursuit of Loneliness by Philip

Sater shows that the social context and the theme of isolation in the novel reflect a condition

of life that is American, not distinctively Southern. The final portion of this study continues

the analysis of McCullers' basic theme in Reflections in a Golden Eye, The Member of the

Wedding, The Ballad of the Sad Cafe, and Clock Without Hands, comparing elements of



these later works to The Image and The Pursuit of Loneliness in order to demonstrate the

particularly American loneliness of her characters and the value of her works to the tradition

of the American novel.
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INTRODUCTION

The name Carson McCullers, if recognized, calls to mind freaks, loneliness,

violence, and melancholy associated with Southern regionalism, but seldom does the

mention of her name strike a note of recognition of her work as simply American fiction.

For nearly thirty years, the assumption that she wrote with the morbidity of the Southern

Gothic School or drew a violent and distorted picture of the South in her fiction to supply

interest has prevailed in many minds. In spite of the excellence of her first novel, The

Heart is a Lonely Hunter, the reaction of book reviewers and critics to her second novel

set a pattern for criticism that has influenced the interpretation and evaluation of the entire

body of her work. The majority of critical discussions of McCullers' works approach her

novels, play, and stories with a focus on Southern qualities and analyses of loneliness

caused by the freakish nature of the characters or McCullers' concept of the nature of

love.

Within the scope of American literature, Carson McCullers proved herself to be a

minor but a unique author. Publishing her first major work in 1940 at age twenty-two, she

aroused the interest of many prominent critics, some of whom recognized her work as a

part of the "New Fiction" developing at the time. Unfortunately for McCullers, the

characteristics that made her and her work "unique" also affected academic and popular

criticism of her work for decades. Contemporary criticism tended to exclude the work of

women authors from serious scholarship, and the nature of McCullers' fiction--the
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influence of her Southern background, the use of symbolically grotesque characters, and

the intense concentration on the individual--lent itself to negative evaluation as being

limited or, worse, as being sensationalism for its own sake. A thoughtful and precise

writer, McCullers was far from prolific, and the intervals between major works

contributed to the erratic interest in her fiction and play during even her most productive

years. Since her death in 1967, most of the criticism of her works continues to focus

primarily on the value of her fiction within the Southern Tradition, on McCullers as a

woman writer, or, more recently, on various psychological aspects of her works.

Dissertations, like many journal articles, concentrate on issues such as alienation and love,

a sense of place, abandonment, and dialect. Especially representative of the emerging

interest in McCullers' in feminist study are Rosalind Thomas' "Dominated, Isolated, and

Submerged Women in the Fiction of Anias Nin and Carson McCullers" and Julie Randall's

"The We of Me: Women, Idealization, and the Role of the Imaginary Father in the Works

of Carson McCullers and Jean Stafford." Recent work furthering the psychological and

feminist aspects of McCullers' characters is both useful and interesting, but a near void

exists in the examination of her work in terms of the underlying social and cultural

influences contributing to character personality and behavior. And the continuing stream

of analyses evaluating McCullers' works as primarily Southern fiction rather than as

American fiction has left much of her genius unnoticed and unappreciated except by those

few who include her in a blanketing list of major and minor American authors. A

comprehensive study of McCullers' fiction in terms of American individualism, idealism,

and the negative as well as positive effects of these attitudes helps to remove the
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categorical restrictions of Southern literature or women's literature influencing the bulk of

McCullers' scholarship.

I propose that approaching an examination of her major works on the premise that

the theme consistent in all of her novels is basically one of isolation provides a foundation

for further investigation into her use of grotesque characters and bizarre events in the

development of the major theme. To assist in understanding the experience of human

existence in her fiction, particularly American experience, I rely on comparison of both

thematic and literal elements of her novels to two nonfiction analyses of American culture,

The Image by Daniel Boorstin and The Pursuit of Loneliness by Philip Slater.

Furthermore, an analysis of five of her six longer works in terms of McCullers' stated

purposes and beliefs about the nature of isolation negates the common assumption that her

fictional world bears no realistic association to the actual world, but instead is symbolic of

human existence as she viewed it.

The body of criticism that interprets McCullers' fiction only in terms of its

Southern characteristics necessitates some discussion of Southern criticism and the

Southern tradition that fosters, all too often, the most negative view of her

accomplishments. The peculiar quality of the literary tradition to emphasize the historical

past embodied itself in the criticism and has led Southern critics to expect recognizable

Southern literary patterns that McCullers does not apply to her works. Examining the

isolation of the characters and various peripheral elements in her fiction also helps define

the social context of McCullers' novels as encompassing the broader culture of America,

supporting my assertion that her basic thematic pattern reflects the general theme of the
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American novel more than it does the theme of the Southern novel and that the evaluation

ofher works on the basis of their failure to meet the standards of Southern literature

should by no means deprive her of the consideration she deserves as a minor American

author.



CHAPTER I

THE BASIC THEMATIC PATTERN

ISOLATION IN THE HEARTIS A LONELYHUNTER

After the publication of Carson McCullers' second novel, Reflections in a Golden Eye,

critics "looked in vain for a subsisting pattern, for characteristic philosophical differences

between her first novel, The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter, and Reflections in a Golden Eye;

however, the pattern that would run consistently through The Member of the Wedding,

The Ballad of the Sad Cafe, and A Clock Without Hands was already recognizable to

those who were willing to look beyond the grotesqueness of her characters and the

violence in the action. In an article defending the unconventionality of her dramatic

version of The Member of the Wedding, McCullers explains that the antagonist of this

"inward play" is not a character, but "a human condition of life, ... a sense of moral

isolation" ("Vision" 264); this "non-personified antagonist is the subsisting pattern in all

her works, a pattern that provide[s] infinite variation of theme" (Evans 333). Oliver Evans

suggests that "spiritual isolation" is probably a more appropriate term "as the moral

implications are not the only ones" (333), but regardless of the term applied to her major

theme, the subject she consistently explores in her fiction is essentially the loneliness

inherent in the "human condition." Although grotesque characters and violence are

characteristic of McCullers' fiction, she by no means intended for these technical devices

5
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to be read as a literal representation of life (Evans 344); violence, rather, and

grotesqueness symbolize the intangible causes and effects of the isolation all humans

suffer.

The isolation in McCullers t work is complex, just as it is in that of James Joyce

(Eisinger 247), and is so interwoven in the symbolic grotesqueness of her characters and

what she terms "counter themes" ("Author's" 124) that it is difficult to discuss any one

aspect of her work without relying on another as an explanation. A typical example of this

difficulty is Marvin Felheim's critique of McCullers' writing which begins by asserting that

"the central emphasis of Mrs. McCullers' stories and novels is upon loneliness" (48) but

turns suddenly in the second paragraph to a long quotation from The Ballad of the Sad

Cafe describing the nature and function of love. Felheim bases his interpretation of all her

work on this passage concerning the "particular loneliness of love" (48), and, along with

some unfavorable comments on the author's poor taste in relying on bizarre and grotesque

characters and violence to supply interest (49), he offers a credible interpretation of

McCullers' theme of love, but not the theme of loneliness in its full "emphasis." By

narrowing the scope of her work to this particular reason for loneliness, Felheim has

ignored human isolation as it results from the influence of the individual's social and

cultural environment, from his or her need and failure to be understood, and from the

desire to feel a part of something or someone rather than apart from everything and

everyone. As we see in, for example, Miss Amelia in The Ballad of the Sad Cafe, love is

the most popular medium that McCullers' characters believe will afford them an escape

from isolation; however, it is not the only one. Anger, passion, the arts, aspirations for
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fame, self-delusion, family, and even pastoral retreat are among the means her characters

use to seek relief from their dreadful separateness. Had Felheim contemplated McCullers'

fiction less literally, he might not have been offended by her symbolic use of grotesqueness

and violence, and he might not have confined his interpretation of all her works to the

magnificently defined concept of love in The Ballad of the Sad Cafe, applying it even to

The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter, published eleven years earlier. As any reader is impressed

with the carefully delineated roles of lover and beloved found in Ballad, Felheim has

grasped as McCullers' primary theme the simply stated notion that the lover "feels that his

love is a solitary thing. He comes to know a new strange loneliness and it is this

knowledge that makes him suffer.... he must create for himself a whole new inward

world"(26). Instead of Felheim's assuming that the loneliness inherent in The Heart is a

Lonely Hunter derives from the same source as that of Miss Amelia's, if he had looked

deeper into the work at hand and considered all the implications (moral and otherwise), he

might have found far more merit in her works than the loneliness of love. For as Chester

Eisinger points out, "The concern with the inner life, using it as a way of defining external

experience, is here [in McCullers' works] as it is in Joyce" (246). The theme of isolation in

McCullers' work, therefore, as in Joyce's fiction, involves the complex "relation of part to

part of any aesthetic whole" (Joyce 206) and the relation of all combinations of parts and

wholes, so that any attempt to analyze her writing on the basis of a single thematic

variation or characteristic, no matter how prominent it may be, will yield a tunnel-vision

perspective of her art, a perspective that is narrow, distant, and perhaps distorted.
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McCullers herself understood the difficulty of "defining external experience," for

she took great pains to outline The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter before it was completed,

listing the various elements separately, but still explaining each in relation to others and

emphasizing the need for interrelating the parts. In the twenty-five page "Author's Outline

of 'The Mute," (her chosen title for the novel), first published in 1971, McCullers says,

"The broadest principal theme of this book is ... the theme of man's revolt against his

own inner isolation and his urge to express himself as fully as is possible" (124), and one

facet or the other of this broad theme applies to her successive novels and many of her

stories as well. Perhaps the change of the author's title to The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter

by a publisher who hoped to "give some clue to the meaning" (Evans 334) led readers and

critics to look for a love theme rather than let the work lead them to the author's intended

theme partly suggested by the original title. The "dead-pan" (Evans 334) style of

McCullers' prose is misleading, too, for the narrative gives no hint of the complexity of the

"underlying ideas ... concealed far down below the surface" (McCullers, "Author's"

124), and the melancholy tone of all her fiction reinforces the pathos in the publisher's

chosen title. But even before the book was re-titled, the twenty-two-year-old Carson

McCullers realized the complicated task of presenting her principal theme and anticipated

the difficulty facing the reader, for the outline warns that "much will depend upon the

insight of the reader and the care with which the book is read" (124).

McCullers describes The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter as "the story of five isolated,

lonely people in their search for expression and spiritual integration with something

greater them themselves. One of these persons is a deaf mute, John Singer--and it is
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around him that the whole book pivots" (125). Because of Singer's disability, he cannot

express his inward character, so each of the other four main characters creates his or her

own John Singer based on personal desires and imparts to the mute these most personal

feelings and ideas, never knowing the true John Singer. In addition to the relation of each

of the characters to the mute, McCullers creates parallels among various situations,

characters, and interactions among characters to present the theme. For each character,

she employs a specific writing style that adds to the impression of the individual in focus,

and, finally, she uses external grotesqueness to symbolize internal isolation.

Singer is the only one of the five main characters who is physically isolated from

his environment, but the loneliness and frustration they all suffer results from their failure

to express themselves fully. In "the simple style of a parable" (McCullers "Author's"

125), the first two chapters of the novel introduce John Singer and put forth the problems

of communication and the separateness of individuals in a world full of individuals. The

flat statement, "In the town were two mutes.. ." (1) opens the novel, and the opening

descriptions set the melancholy tone that remains consistent through the course of the

action. Singer is a conscientious man as well as very observant and intuitive, with a

detached interest in the life he is never a part of He maintains a neat physical appearance

and is a model of kindness and cooperation, but the people and happenings around him

never disturb his inner self. Only with Antonapoulos, his deaf mute roommate who is later

diagnosed as having Bright's disease, are Singer's deepest feelings revealed because he can

express himself through sign language, and although Singer chooses to believe he is

making himself understood, he is never certain that his friend is capable of communication
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at all. McCullers parallels the relationship between the mutes to the relationship of the

mutes to the world around them. Antonapoulos cannot communicate with Singer beyond

expressing his desire for food and drink, and the mutes do not attempt to involve

themselves in the community beyond the functions necessary to acquire food and shelter.

Singer is content as long as he can meet his friend's needs and can pretend that

Antonapoulos' silence is not a deficiency, but wisdom. Similarly, the other characters are

content to believe that Singer's silence is profound wisdom rather than a failure to respond

because he doesn't understand them. Singer's remoteness gives him his air of wisdom and

superiority, and Mick Kelly, Jake Blount, Dr. Copeland, and sometimes Biff Brannon

delude themselves with Singer, as Singer deludes himself with Antonapoulos, each

believing he has found another human being with whom he has established the elusive

connection of complete spiritual understanding.

The absence of clear verbal communication is not the cause of delusion, but

provides the opportunity for it, so Singer's physical handicap is essential to his role as the

center point of the interrelations in the novel. Moreover, as Chester Eisinger suggests, "It

should be obvious that any kind of deviation, whether physical or psychological, naturally

tends to increase [the] sense of isolation," and the bizarre situations and twisted characters

of a McCullers novel are symbols of the crippled nature of man (336). John Singer "is the

symbol of isolation and thwarted expression" (McCullers, "Author's" 126), and the

grotesqueness of his deaf-mutism provides a visible example of internal condition.

Antonapoulos' mental, sexual, and emotional age is about seven (McCullers, "Author's"

138), and because he has never developed an inner self he is even more grotesque,
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symbolizing the nothingness of man without a spirit. However, because Antonapoulos has

no urge to express himself, he suffers the least. The grotesqueness or deviation of the

other characters surrounding Singer varies and is in inverse proportion to the characters'

desperation to escape their isolation through expression.

Jake Blount, the transient laborer who sees Singer as one of the few among

millions who know the truth like himself, is desperate to the point of madness to escape

his isolation. Jake drinks heavily, and his bizarre behavior, reflecting his inner instability, is

as much a part of his grotesqueness as is his appearance. The narrator gives a detailed

description of Jake to emphasize his nonconformity:

The man was short, with heavy shoulders like beams. He had a small

ragged moustache, and beneath this his lower lip looked as though it had

been stung by a wasp. There were many things about the fellow that

seemed contrary. His head was very large and well-shaped, but his neck as

soft and slender as a boy's. The moustache looked false, as if it had been

stuck on for a costume party and would fall off if he talked too fast. It

made him seem almost middle aged, although his face with its high, smooth

forehead and wide-open eyes was young. His hands were huge, stained,

and calloused, and he was dressed in a cheap linen suit. There was

something funny about the man, yet at the same time another feeling would

not let you laugh. (Heart 13)

Jake's deeper desire is to correct the unnatural social conditions of his world, but he has

no effective means of expending his energies. McCullers says, "He is fettered by
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abstractions and conflicting ideas--and in practical application he can do no more than

throw himself against windmills.... His inner and outward motives are so contradictory

at times that it is hardly an exaggeration to speak of the man as deranged" ("Author's"

131). Jake is grotesque because nothing about him seems to fit together; his shifting

philosophies and his bold and often radical attempts to build a social faction to help him

reform the decaying political system confuse and offend those around him, send him into

fits of indignance, and drive him to the mute who Jake is sure is the only soul who

understands him. When Singer becomes so despondent after Antonapoulos' confinement

and death in an institution that he takes his own life, Jake feels he has been tricked and that

all the ideas he has imparted to Singer are gone with him. And with the mute dead, Jake

feels he has lost an "inner ballast" (McCullers, "Author's" 132). Fearing implication in the

death of a black youth during a riot at the carnival where he works, Jake hurriedly leaves

town no less a stranger than when he came.

Dr. Copeland, although not afflicted with the physical grotesqueness of Jake,

nevertheless "presents the bitter spectacle of the educated Negro in the South," says

McCullers, and like Jake Blount, he is warped from his years of attempting to change

existing conditions ("Author's" 133). His grotesqueness is not physical, but appear in his

deviating from the social norm of his environment and of his own racial nature. For him,

his practice among the Negroes of the town is secondary to his teaching them his belief in

the principles of Karl Marx and Benedict Spinoza, and his ambition for his people parallels

his love for his family. He is inflexible in his ideas, and this inflexibility carries over into

his family relations. When his children fail to accept his beliefs as practical in their world
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and stray from his influence, he, like Jake, is subject to rage. In this case, the rage leads to

a separation from his wife and alienates his children from him. He sees in John Singer's

quiet demeanor and meticulous attire a control and asceticism, and Singer's polite,

considerate behavior toward the Black doctor, uncharacteristic of whites Copeland has

known, draws him to the mute. Also like Jake, Dr. Copeland's behavior causes him

further isolation, for the people he so loves and wants to help cannot or will not

understand his teachings, and though they respect him and need his professional services,

they don't know him. The years of intense effort to educate his patients and family to their

need to change their cultural habits, his financial worries, and a case of pulmonary

tuberculosis arrested in his youth finally catch up with the middle aged doctor, and he

rapidly deteriorates physically. When Copeland loses his affiliation with the hospital

because he performs abortions when he sees that additional children would be

economically impossible for the families, his financial situation becomes so bad that he

loses his house. Since there is no suitable sanatorium in the state that will admit Negroes,

his wife's relations take him to a farm where he knows he will die angry, lonely, and

defeated, having failed in treating his people's greatest affliction.

BiffBrannon is another character who shows no visible grotesqueness and spends

most of his waking hours amid people. As owner of the New York Cafe, he sees all the

characters, and his observations of them provide insight into their inward characters as

well as his own. Like Singer, he takes a detached interest in the life around him. He

becomes no more involved in the community than through his contemplations of the

customers in his restaurant, interacting with them only as it serves his study of them. He
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maintains a cool reserve, a separation from humanity. Biffs grotesqueness is internal; a

man in his early forties, he suffers impotence of a psychological nature, and his capacity

for love is limited to an affection for children. Which of Biffs inadequacies causes the

other is never made clear, nor does it matter, for the importance of Biffs grotesqueness is

that it makes him an objective observer, isolated with his thoughts and questions. At the

end of the novel when Mick Kelly, the fourteen-year-old who receives the most sensitive

development of character in The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter, shows the maturation the

passing year has brought her, Biff finds he has no one person to love, and his thoughts

question the "puzzle of Singer and the rest of them" (Heart 272). Then as through a

Joycean epiphany, Biff experiences a realization that frightens him:

... in a swift radiance of illumination he saw a glimpse of human struggle

and valor. Of the endless fluid passage of humanity through endless time.

And of those who labor and of those who--one word--love. His soul

expanded. But for a moment only. For in him he felt a warning, a shaft of

terror. Between the worlds he was suspended.... One eye was opened

wider than the other. The left eye delved narrowly into the past while the

right gazed wide and affrighted into a future of blackness, error and ruin.

And he was suspended between radiance and darkness. Between bitter

irony and faith. (Heart 273)

In this brief moment, the conflicting forces within Biff unite; the cold objectivity of male

logic and feminine intuition combine, and he feels love and a connection to humanity

through that love and the understanding of it. But the experience ends abruptly, for the
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narrator concludes the passage with, "Sharply he turned away" (273), and Biff ends his

terror by consciously regaining his reserve, preferring the safe, although lonely, existence

of cold reason and withdrawal.

The character of Mick Kelly is not grotesque in any way, but the normal

characteristics of adolescence provide the deviation that increases the sense of isolation.

In her youthfulness, Mick is enthusiastic about the possibilities the future holds and is

determined to break out of the oppressive existence of her poverty-stricken home and the

humdrum routine of the small town. She experiences a natural need to have "some person

to love and admire. . . . And. . . she centers this undirect love on Singer" (McCullers,

"Author's" 128). He is the only one who pays attention to her or her interest in music.

Boarding in her house after Antonapoulos is institutionalized, Singer is grateful for Mick's

company in his room and buys a radio for her to enjoy. Mick can talk to him about music

while others around her ignore her obsession, and his patient consideration of her need to

talk allows Mick to believe that he actually understands the beauty and freedom that music

symbolizes for her. Like all adolescents, Mick is trying to define herself, and she develops

in the fourteen months of the novel through events that make up her initiation into the

adult world. After her father's debilitating accident, his ability to provide gradually

declines, and Mick knows the probability that she will finish school is slight and that her

aspirations for fame as a musician and composer are all but impossible. During the

summer of her fourteenth year, she experiences her first sexual encounter with Harry, the

boy next door, and the event sends her into a depression and a deeper dependency on the

company of Singer. After her experiences with Harry, she decides she will never want to
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marry or have the same experience again, and she longs to tell Singer what has happened

to her. Before she can decide just how she will tell him, he kills himself and leaves her

with the total burden of her secret. Ultimately, the family finances reach the point at

which Mick must help meet the household expenses, so she takes a job working ten hours

a day at a dime store. Her hopes of one more year of high school are gone, and her dream

of a life of music and fame evaporates. As Evans points out, "The predicament of Mick

... who can't save enough to buy a piano, is really the predicament of all frustrated

humanity" (336). At the close of The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter, the avenue of music that

Mick has chosen for expression is blocked, and she feels cheated. Knowing that "nobody

had cheated her" (269), she questions the permanence of the blockage of her escape:

But maybe it would be true about the piano and turn out O.K. Maybe she

would get a chance soon. Else what the hell good had it been--the way she

felt about music and the plans she had made.... It had to be some good if

anything made sense. And it was too and it was too and it was too and it

was too. It was some good

All right!

O.K.!

Some Good. (269-70)

Unlike the other characters, Mick's tragedy does not come from herself, "society defeats

her on all the main issues before she can even begin, but still there is something in her, . .

that cannot and will not ever be destroyed" (McCullers, "Author's" 131).
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Mick, or any one of the characters of The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter, could have

been the protagonist of a separate short story that would have made good fiction, and

McCullers considered "chopping" the novel into a collection while the writing was in

progress ("Flowering" 275). But relating these characters to the mute was too

thematically important to abandon her original concept "of a man in a southern town to

whom various people kept talking and relating their troubles" (Carr 65). Also, while

writing was in progress, McCullers examined the reasoning behind her sudden illumination

of making this man, John Singer, a deaf mute and wrote the outline (Carr 81) that includes

the most detailed discussion of her bi-fold "characteristic philosophical attitude" that

Evans says critics sought in vain. The novel clearly indicates that McCullers' attitude is

that the human condition of life is a lonely one that the individual struggles to escape

through self-expression and an attempt to establish a connection between himself and

something larger than himself--often a "something" he creates. The characters of The

Heart Is a Lonely Hunter could not have demonstrated either type of struggle so well as

separate protagonists; the interrelations of the characters, contrasts of their personalities,

values and social distinctions, and the parallels of their individual relationships with the

mute present a microcosmic view of "life" that the fragmentation of a collection of stories

could not. The emphasis of loneliness in the novel is not confined to the particular

loneliness of love as Felheim argues, for the spiritual isolation of these characters results

from a variety of social, emotional, and psychological sources.



CHARTER II

MCCULLERS AND THE SOUTHERN TRADITION

Before discussing the social sources that contribute to the isolation of McCullers'

characters, one must first identify the social context of her novels, a context that in much

of the criticism of her work is ignored, misinterpreted, and occasionally claimed to be

nonexistent. The difficulty in determining the nature, or even existence, of "society" in a

McCullers novel is, first of all, that her intense concentration on the "inner life" and the

narrative style she uses to create mood and to achieve the intended focus obscure any

concrete relationship between environment and character. Compounding the difficulty is

determining whether the setting confines the social context to the concrete details

McCullers provides in relation to scene or if, in fact, "society" involves a broader scope

than the immediate environment. The setting of McCullers' novels is primarily the South

of her upbringing, and the melancholy tone of her fiction grows as much out of the

influence of the South on her temperament as from the narrative style she uses to present

her theme. Therefore, the geographical setting and McCullers' background at least

partially identify the social context of her novels as southern. But the question remains as

to whether she limits her presentation of the human condition of life to the isolation of the

individual in Southern society or if the loneliness of her characters results from social and

cultural influences that extend beyond the confines of region.

18
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Attempting to identify the social context on a thematic level poses yet another

problem, for the universality of the "broad principal theme" McCullers explained in the

outline to The Heart is a Lonely Hunter can do no more than identify the society in her

novels as the general society of humankind. That her works exhibit this universality rather

than confine themselves to regional concerns afforded Eisinger the basis on which to

compare her works to those of James Joyce in defining external experience through the

complex interrelation of various external and internal elements. Since Joyce wrote his

novels in a social context that differs considerably from the social context of a McCullers

novel, a general comparison based on theme offers less understanding of the external

elements that compose the social contexts than a contrast does. Although some of the

social environment of Joyce's Ireland compares to that of McCullers' South and expands

the general comparison of method and theme, the similarity between economic or political

characteristics of their respective settings shows only a parallel of existing societal

conditions in Ireland and the South. The key to understanding the difference in social

contexts and perhaps to identifying them is that the cultural factors, which contribute to

both the respective social conditions and to the individuals' expectations of his or her

environment, vary to the point that not only do the social contexts in Joyce and McCullers'

works differ, but the characters themselves lose their universality to cultural distinctions as

well. These distinctions are not merely the differences between the cultural makeup of an

Irishman and an Southerner, but are the result of the deeper cultural differences between

Europe and America. Just as Stephen Dedalus exhibits cultural attitudes in common with

Europeans outside of Ireland, so Mick Kelly or Jake Blount exhibits common American
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cultural attitudes not restricted to the South or even the time-frame of the novel. The

primary difference in American and European cultural attitudes as they contribute to the

isolation of the characters is the difference between the individual striving to understand

his or her connection to society and the individual striving to make such a connection.

The pattern of placing individual characters at odds with their own inner isolation that

McCullers establishes in The Heart is a Lonely Hunter was, of course, not innovative in

American literature. Walter Allen analyzes numerous works in The Modern Novel in

Britain and the United States on the premise that "the classic American novels have dealt

not so much with the lives of men in society as with the life of solitary man, man alone and

wrestling with himself' (xvi). Wrestling is an appropriate term to apply to any of

McCullers' major characters, but, returning to Joyce as an example of the European

novelist, one finds that Stephen Dedalus wrestles with his own isolation, too. Repeatedly

and consciously throughout Stephen's youth, he defines his connections to elements

outside himself As a child, he records in his geography book, "Stephen Dedalus/Class of

elements/Clongowes Wood College/Sallins/County Kildare/ Ireland/Europe/The

World/The Universe" (15) as a way of placing himself and naming his connection to

everything. As a young man accompanying his father, he again consciously attempts to

identify himself and connection, thinking to himself "I am Stephen Dedalus.... beside my

father whose name is Simon Dedalus. We are in Cork, in Ireland" (92). And in as much

as Stephen is young and dealing with the doubt and anxiety of adolescence, he represents

a man in society as much as a man wrestling with himself The European protagonist,

then, must use a means of escaping loneliness that is to some degree different from the
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isolated American protagonist. In Allen's summary of the divergence of the American and

English novels, he points to the importance of society to the European protagonists. He

says:

The great theme of the European novels, and perhaps especially the English

novel, has been man's life in society; more precisely, the education of men

and women, in their sense of learning to distinguish, through their

inescapable involvement in society, the true from false both in themselves

and in the world about them ... (xiii)

One could hardly accuse Jake Blount or any other character in The Heart is a Lonely

Hunter of learning the true from the false about anything from their American social

context, but the general outline of Stephen's story conforms to the theme of education

through involvement in society.

Although the emphasis of McCullers' fiction is on the individual, she does not

simply choose to ignore society, nor does Allen's discussion suggest that the classic

American novel does. From the beginning of American culture, Allen says, "The kind of

society that was the natural soil for the growth of the English novel not only did not exist

in the United States ... [but] by the definition of the United States itself ... could not"

xiii). The absence of society's direct involvement in the tradition of the American novel,

then, is not a matter of choice, but has grown out of the repudiation of societal

impositions that American colonists left Europe to escape. Allen explains that "the

repudiation of Europe and the past was tantamount to a repudiation of all external

restraint upon the individual" (xiv). But the break with the past and the removal of
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external restraints left the new American with a society distanced from himself, a society

with no long-standing heritage, no single religious tradition, no defined class distinctions,

and no pool of cultural values by which to gauge personal worth or the worth of his or her

world. The South, from its beginnings in agrarianism and a class stratification stringently

determined by economic status, experienced a second, perhaps even more profound break

with the past as the ante-bellum years brought a dissolution of pre-war traditions. Post-

war Southerners were left with no connection to a national culture and found themselves

unable to re-establish previously held regional values in the midst of reconstruction. What

they were left with was a bitterness and a fast-held belief in the initial secession which

fostered the rich literature coming out of the region for a time. McCullers' Southern

background, although she was born several generations after the war, afforded her the

awareness of individuals living in a general society distanced from themselves which, in

part, explains Allen's choosing to include her work in his study of American novels.

McCullers' characters' sense of detachment, their struggles to establish some bond with, or

even within, society, and the reasons for the characters' loneliness and desperate struggle

come as much from external factors as internal, and the obscurity of social context in her

works created through narrative style is one of the devices she uses to mirror the distance

of American society from its members and focus attention on the individual. This same

obscurity of social and historical context is, then, not a flaw in her Southern fiction, but

rather a quality of American fiction.

While American literature suffers no shortage of social commentaries, the means

by which writers make comment is most often accomplished through the experiences and
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perceptions a the individual who is not necessarily conscious of either society's influence

or cultural values. Henry Fleming is far more aware of the immediate dangers and

demands of war than he is of his social or even political melieu. Stephen Crane couches

all commentary on war, religion, and society within the thoughts and actions of a charater

wrestling with a very private demon. And while Theodore Dreiser's Sister Carrie draw a

clear picture of social conditions, the main concern of the novel is Carrie's intellectualized

experience and the motives of those around her. The social commentary that is clearly

exposed in The Great Gatsby almost obscures the story of Nick Carroway, but it is as

much his struggle with himself as Gatsby's struggle with cultural barriers that makes the

novel both good literature and American.

With the exception of Clock Without Hands, which includes the added influence of

racial desegregation on the characters, McCullers' fiction maintains tight focus on the

individual, leaving cultural influence and static social condition surrounding her characters

removed from the action. It is no wonder that Richard Gray, in analyzing her works in

respect to their merit within the Southern tradition, says, "she demonstrates little interest

in such matters as the historical and social context.... Her people walk around and

around within the circle of their own inner world of thought and desire hardly engaging

with the outer world at all" (272-73). While it is true that the pattern of McCullers' novels

concentrates on an inner world, Gray's assertion that she has little interest in social context

is hardly valid. McCullers took great care in outlining the general theme of frustrated self-

expression in The Heart is a Lonely Hunter, and two of the four counter themes place the

individual in a "disorganized. . .. wasteful, short-sighted society" and refer to "unnatural
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social conditions" ("Author's" 125). These demonstrate not merely her interest in social

context, but a weighted importance of society's role in the lives of her isolated characters.

Perhaps the focus of Gray's analysis led him to the assumption that because McCullers'

works are for the most part void of the historical context so important to the Southern

tradition, her novels also lack any relevant social context. But the deletion of historical

context from McCullers' fiction only strengthens the conclusion that her interest in society

was directed toward American society that has abandoned the importance of an awareness

of the past, rather than toward the society of her Southern settings where the influence of

past experiences particular to the South has a profound effect on local cultural attitudes

and social structure. Still, the social structure of her settings does play a part in the

surface action of the works, and, in the presentation of the human condition as she

perceives it, the details of scene and event are thematically important as they relate to both

regional and national social context. Therefore, one must consider the degree of influence

of the South, its society, and its literary tradition on McCullers and her works in order to

comprehend fully her intent and talent.

The perplexing matter of missing historical context in face of the local color of

Southern settings makes it difficult to analyze McCullers' work only as it conforms to

characteristics of the Southern tradition and often leads to interpretations of her work that

give her less than full credit as the American author she is. Yet McCullers' background,

her Southern settings, the nostalgic tone of her prose, the melancholy mood surrounding

her characters, and the folktale style she often employs are all too pronounced to avoid

placing her in the Southern tradition where she rightfully belongs. Critics who join with
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Gray, such as Louis Rubin and martin Felheim, in analyzing McCullers' fiction as it

conforms to the characteristics of Southern literature disagree on several points: first of

all, if and to what degree Southern fiction is separate from the tradition of American

fiction; second, what characteristics distinguish a writer or his or her work as "Southern";

and, finally, just where to rank an author within the Southern tradition and determining the

author's overall worth as a writer. Gray, in his The Literature of Memory, serves as good

example of one who interprets the works of various Southern authors in order to

exemplify his concept of the Southern literary tradition as one solidly rooted in historical

continuity, and his thorough examination of the tradition is quite useful in understanding

the characteristics a work must possess to qualify as representative, including but not

details of the author's birth and rearing in the South and the works' concretely exhibiting a

sense of the past in the present, interest in social matters, Southern settings, and clearly

regional characters. Unfortunately for McCullers and many others included in his

examination, he also rates the overall worth of works and the abilities of the authors on

the basis of how well he can apply to them the characteristics he has outlined. Fortunately

for the multitude of authors critiqued from sundry analytical approaches, one critic's focus

need not be the ultimate evaluation of any given author's work. The danger of a tight

focus on concrete criteria such as Gray's and many other Southern critics', however, is

that while defining criteria, the critic must often disparage works that, while included by

some criteria, fail to conform to them entirely.

As is evident in the title of Gray's work, a sense of the past is the central point of

his concept of what sets the Southern literary tradition apart from the general stream of
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American literature. Virtually all critical surveys of Southern fiction agree that works

must demonstrate a sense of the past, as well as that the author must come from the

South. For instance, the collection of essays in Hugh C. Holman's The Immoderate Past is

designed "to bring into some order matters about southern writing and its relation to the

past" (vii), and Frederick J. Hoffman's "The Sense of Place" discusses the relevancy of

history to the distinction between scene and place in order to explain the sense of the past.

Neither Holman nor Hoffman, however, maintains so adamantly as Gray that social and

historical context be the means by which an author communicates this sense of the past,

nor do they discount the worth of a work beyond the limits of their particular foci.

These three critics represent three typical approaches to analyzing the Southern

tradition and its literature. Hoffman mentions but does not harshly criticize those works

which partially demonstrate his ideas. While praising place as "endowed both with

specificity of detail and a finely drawn line of association with time" (6), he makes no

demand that specific details provide a historical context directly or consciously related to

the action. He says, instead, that "these particulars are not in themselves especially

significant ... it is what they ultimately do, by providing either an incidental decor or a

thematic substance, that is important" (70). Although Hoffman does not refer directly to

McCullers' works, choosing instead Eudora Welty's Delta Wedding as the primary

example of the importance of place, he includes Carson McCullers in a group, along with

Flannery O'Connor, which, to Hoffman, Welty represents.

Each of Holman's essays, on the other hand, is an investigation into the

philosophical origins of the Southern tradition, with particular emphasis on the "Hegelian
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pattern" in Southern novels as opposed to the general Neitzschean philosophy pervading

the novel (101). Moving from historical event, such as slave trade, to its reason and

result--the agrarian economy of the region--which, in turns brings about another event and

so on, the essays trace the development of Southern practices, attitudes, and behaviors.

Like Hoffman, he points to authors and works that exemplify the focus of each essay, but

in his philosophical approach Holman considers a work's deviation from the initial

structural and thematic aspects of the early Southern novel not as some defect, but as a

necessary step in the evolution of a literary tradition that is not itself fixed in its past. So,

like Hoffman, Holman does not conclude that a work is not Southern nor criticize an

author's achievement because the work does not conform completely to a preordained list

of criteria.

Gray, who views the obscurity of social context and the missing historical elements

common to Southern fiction as major deficiencies in the works of McCullers and others,

typifies the critic who not only confines his interpretations to certain criteria, but also

tends to force the entire body of those criteria on works and to evaluate them by the

degree to which they conform, regardless of the intent of the author. McCullers, not in

defense of herself but in response to negative criticism of the "Southern Gothic School"

compared to Russian realism, writes that "an observer should not criticize a work of art on

the grounds that it lacks certain qualities that the artist himself never intended to include"

("Russian" 257). Evidently Gray paid little attention to this statement when he selected

some of McCullers' other remarks from The Mortgaged Heart which includes the source

of this comment and "Author's Outline of 'The Mute"' as well. This is not to say that
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Gray's criticism is of no value, for his analyses provide a perspective on the Southern

tradition which, through the application of specific standards to works and authors,

complements the more flexible or abstract approaches of critics like Holman or Hoffman.

At the same time, Gray himself represents an important increment of the Southern literary

tradition: the Southern literary critic. According to Holman, "Southern literary critics

have tended to value the particular, to be superb practical and poor or casual theoreticians.

... The result of this sense of the sanctity of the concrete is that the southerner is not

really interested in an abstract past; he is interested in his past" (97). In the preface to The

Literature of Memory, Gray clearly demonstrates the value he places on the particular and

on social and historical context when he explains his aim in writing-

... to offer a critical account of the literature [Southern] ... that

concentrates on the major writers and that considers these writers

principally in terms of their involvement in a common history and a

particular--in fact, unique--society... .to explore ... the possibility of

assessing as well as describing any imaginative work in terms that make its

social and historical context primary. (ix-x; emphasis added)

Since McCullers made no attempt to present her theme in terms of the common

history and unique society of the South, Gray assesses her works as limited in scope

because they lack the primary element of Southern literature much as Felheim criticizes

her use of violence and grotesqueness because he sees no literal connection between these

two characteristics and the particular loneliness of love. Gray cannot completely dismiss

McCullers as having no place in Southern literature because her works do possess other
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important criteria the Southern critic cannot easily ignore: she applies concrete detail to

affect the mood of melancholy and nostalgia that pervades Southern society, and she uses

particulars of her Southern birth and childhood in Columbus, Georgia. So, in analyzing a

McCullers work "in terms that make its social and historical context primary," Gray insists

that the "absence of the historical dimension" that in his opinion "has proved fatal. . . in

the case of Tennessee Williams and the earlier Capote" is one of McCullers' virtues

because in some strange way she manages to make history function as an absent presence

in her work. It seems not to be so much omitted from her writing as concealed, made to

disappear, and in such a way that the disappearance itself. . . encourages our active

comment" (273). The oxymoron absent presence may reconcile the matter of missing

recognizable historical context in McCullers' work to Gray's insistence that such a context

be primary, thereby allowing him to acknowledge her writing as both Southern and

valuable while maintaining that she fails his test, but Gray's statement suggests that

McCullers mysteriously makes disappear a dimension that she has not included in the first

place. What encourages "our active comment" is more an abstract presence of history in

the form of cultural attitudes that mold the inward character of individuals "hardly

engaging with the outer world" (Gray 273). When McCullers' characters demonstrate

behavior that Gray interprets as the effect of Southern cultural attitudes, he comments on

that behavior, but of her characters, he says, "They never reflect more than one aspect of

our experience . .. and to inflate them, their world, or indeed their creator to a major

status ... is to be guilty of what used to be called 'over kill.' It is, in other words, to

smother a quiet but effective talent by heaping upon it unearned andpatently unacceptable
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praise" (273). The praise Gray refers to is that of Gore Vidal who Gray says views

McCullers as the one Southern writer "most likely to endure" (qtd. 272) and the praise

given by Walter Allen who says in The Modern Novel, "Faulkner apart, the most

remarkable novelist the South has produced is Carson McCullers" (132; in Gray 272).

Perhaps Vidal and Allen saw reflected in Mick Kelly more than one aspect of experience

as they watched her plan for the future, face personal adversity, observe those around her,

reach out for understanding, engage in physical intimacy, and all the other experiences

common to the human condition. In terms of Gray's purpose and the focus of his

approach, then, McCullers' scope is limited to the inner world, and he gives her credit only

for "the very perfection of her work" that is "a specific emotional effect--a pathos" (272).

In contrast, in terms of Allen's analysis of her works, not only from a non-Southern point

of view but a non-American one as well, McCullers' scope is in no way limited to the

confines and criteria of the Southern tradition. Placing McCullers second only to Faulkner

certainly seems a case of "over kill" without an understanding of the underlying principle

of Allen's book, just as Gray's negative criticism of Truman Capote, Tennessee Williams,

McCullers and a host of other recent Southern authors seems unwarranted without

understanding that Gray maintains that the modern Southern novel must relate past and

present. First of all, Allen's book is a chronological examination of novels, so he rates

McCullers above Eudora Welty who, he says, "is more distinguished as a short-story

writer than as a novelist" (132), and he leaves his discussion of Flannery O'Connor to a

section dealing with the post-war novel, not including her in the section dedicated to Ellen

Glasgow, William Faulkner, Caroline Gordon, Robert Penn Warren, and McCullers.
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Second, and more important, is that Allen's assessment of these authors is based on the

degree to which their works demonstrate the inability of their characters to identify

themselves with and through their society, and he considers each work's place in the on-

going development of the American novel. In the section about novels from the South,

Allen includes in his analysis commonly accepted characteristics of Southern literature,

with a brief explanation of their origins, and points to them as they are displayed in the

novels, to the ways they are displayed, and often to how these characteristics contribute to

the general quality of works in terms of the American novel--which may explain his

placement of McCullers ahead of Robert Penn Warren and Ellen Glasgow ("The Southern

Novel Between Wars" ch. 3).

Gray, too, is concerned with development, but he finds much of the inventiveness

displayed by Southern writers since Glasgow and Faulkner detrimental to the tradition--

more particularly, detrimental to his concern with social and historical context as primary.

Perhaps Gray himself is so "steeped" in the Southern tradition that he is unwilling to

accept the diminished importance of history in more recent fiction coming from the region.

He writes that "the problem of survival ... is a major one for Southern literature (257),

and his explanation best illustrates how strongly he values adherence to tradition:

Southern writing, to put it briefly, is in the same danger that any body of

writing is after a period of immense achievement.... What particular

forms to these dangers assume? . . . one trap is illustrated well, I think, by

two authors [Williams and Capote] who enjoy perhaps the most colorful

reputations in recent American letters. . . . The trap is, essentially, one of
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style: the writer takes the familiar characters, situations, and themes and

then weaves them into a baroque conceit possessing neither original

substance nor extrinsic value. The world so imagined hardly exists--or, at

least, hardly deserves consideration--on any other level than decorative....

What is Southern about it, really, is not a certain quality of perception, a

sense of engagement between past and present, the public and the private,

myth and history: but a turn of phrase or personality, a use of the bizarre

and the essential for their own sake, which has the net effect of creating

distance. For regionalism is substituted a form of local color ... in which

the gap between drama and audience seems deliberately widened so that

the latter can revel without compunction in a contemporary "Gothick"

fantasy. (258)

What follows this explanation is an equally harsh detailed assessment of Williams, Capote,

and James Dickey (258-65) that leads to contrasting praise of a group of writers who have

avoided the "trap" ofbeing used by the Southern tradition rather than using it (264) Gray

lists James Agee, Reynolds Pierce, Walker Percy, Peter Taylor and the poet Randel Jarrell,

but he defers his discussion to "the three writers . . . easily the most distinctive, exciting,

and genuinely inventive to emerge in the South over the past twenty or thirty years" (265).

These three are Carson McCullers, Flannery O'Connor, and William Styron. The harsh

negative criticism of Williams, and Capote compared to the sparkling praise for McCullers,

O'Connor, and Styron makes Gray as guilty of "over kill" as Allen or Vidal, especially

since Gray contradicts this praise within the individual analyses of the "three writers [who]
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... have contributed more than their share ... to the survival of the regional tradition"

(265). Although Gray's evaluations are extreme and not necessarily representative of the

general class of Southern critics, his bias toward preserving the orthodoxy established by

the writers of the Southern "renaissance"--a group most commonly represented by

Glasgow, Gordon, Tate, Faulkner, and Warren--is typical of most Southern criticism.

Only those critics who consider the deletion or reduced significance of historical

perspective in recent Southern writing as a reflection of the social and cultural changes

that have come about in the South over the years show an awareness, albeit a melancholy

one at times, of the break with the past that the writers are making within the tradition

itself Few of these critics propose any prediction of the direction the Southern literary

tradition will take, but most agree that the later writers have been in general concerned

with the individual's adapting to the loss of tradition rather than his or her attempts to hold

on to it. In short, these writers are dealing with the same symptoms resulting from the

same experience which precipitated the direction of the American novel in its reflection of

the isolated individual.

The experience of South, then, parallels the experience of America in general, and

just as the novels of early American writers began to focus attention on the separateness

of the individual rather than on a reconciliation of his conflict with society, so the works of

recent Southern writers such as Wolfe, McCullers, O'Connor and Styron have presented

characters in vague or confused social contexts rather than characters consciously

attempting to maintain cultural traditions that are no longer applicable to the world around

them. This change, this break with past literary tradition that so many Southern critics are
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reluctant to acknowledge, explains the range of positive and negative criticism of Southern

writers who limit the scope of their works to the focus on the individual and demonstrate

"little interest in" preserving social and historical context as primary. At the same time,

new methods of expression have led critics who value concrete particulars to conclusions

that new Southern writers create bizarre and grotesque individuals performing violent acts

for the sake of sensationalism, or that these writers intentionally distort local color into an

indifferent world, real only in their imaginations. Although some writers may have

intended sensationalism in order to capitalize on reader curiosity, the serious author has

used elements of local color, grotesqueness, bizarre situations and violence as symbolic

means of expressing the intensity of his or her purpose that unaltered replicas of scene and

character would only partly convey. Some critics of Southern literature accept these

added dimensions and consider their positive effects on the works if not on the tradition.

For instance, Louis D. Rubin, who like Richard Gray is concerned with the future of

Southern literature, defends the Southern writer's creation of an imagined world through

symbolism by suggesting that when

the actuality from which the symbol derives is transcended in the work of

art, this is not to say that the life of the work of art is without its ultimate

relevance to so-called "real life." What the artist does, what the Southern

artist has done with the South, is to give to his experience a logic and order

greater and more accessible than that of "real life." . . . It is thus more

accurate" than "real life," because the particularities are given an

overt moral structure. (18)
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Rubin makes this statement in explanation of the link that remains between the Southern

writer and the South no matter how far he may have removed himself physically from the

region; this link, he says, is formed "by certain attitudes, experiences, events, scenes,

people who exist or did exist in the Southern community, and are part both of the writer's

and the community's experiences" and serve as "ordering devices for his imagination" (17).

In the context of this explanation, however, Rubin reveals the Southern critic's tendency to

value the particular. He shows his interest in the concrete past when he refers only to

Wolfe and Faulkner whose works include the concrete details that are reordered and given

symbolic meaning. He contends these details are necessary to identify the setting of the

works with actual places in the South and to confirm the experience of the characters as a

Southern experience. He says later of Faulkner and Wolfe that their characters

were not in arbitrary casual contact with the world around them; they were

inescapably a part of society, and any lasting isolation from society

constituted a tragic condition. If society was hostile, it was never

indifferent. Furthermore, these men's characters were not creatures of the

moment; they existed in time, and the past affected them in crucial ways.

(195)

In comparison, he says of authors preceding Styron: "Truman Capote's Other Voices,

Other Rooms had been too exotic, too private.... Carson McCullers' fiction, interesting

though it was, seemed limited in its scope; it stopped short of the tragic, contenting itself

with a poignant exploration of surfaces. Flannery O'Connor's decidedly promising talent

was limited in range and breadth" (195). In these contrasting statements, Rubin echoes
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Gray who insists that the vision of McCullers and O'Connor "avoids ... the problems, to

use those portentous words, of history and society, tradition and modernity--and settles

for the relative simplicity of the single separate life" (284). McCullers certainly concerns

herself with the single separate life, but the impression of simplicity in her works is a

deception that grows out of her seemingly simple prose style; her vision does not settle for

anything less than the complex problems of the modern individual attempting to live his

single separate life as best he can.

The estimations of Gray, Rubin, and other critics who view McCullers' work as the

expression of a private and limited vision perhaps result not so much from a major

deficiency in the works, as from the expectation that the surfaces she explores carry that

vision and from preferring the concrete relationship of the individual to his surroundings

over the abstract relationship of the individuals' attitudes to both his inner and outer

world. On the literal level, her works present distorted people desperately pursuing an

ever elusive love connection, acting and reacting violently in an indifferent society full of

other lonely people. The analyses by Eisinger, Gray, and Felhiem easily represent the

opinions of many others who determine the various virtues and faults of McCullers' fiction

based on literal reading. Those who apply the insight McCullers' herself says is needed for

understanding The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter to the body of her fiction find a depth to her

vision that reveals her understanding of the paradoxical nature of the "individualistic"

society that houses her symbolic characters, the society made up of people living not so

much with each other as around each other because of an inability to communicate or

engage with others.
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Since I do not propose that Gray, Rubin, or any other critic I have referred to for

the sake of example lacks insight, it seems to me appropriate to add a footnote at this

point. The discussion here of the nature of Southern criticism, as well as the Southern

tradition, is limited and perhaps insinuates less respect for individuals who have spent their

careers examining their own cultural milieu than they surely deserve. The intent of the

points explaining the difficulty in analyzing McCullers' work--and other recent Southern

writers--is not meant to malign the Southern scholars who are living up to demands of the

very tradition they study, but to suggest that the once essential strong sense of the past

and the pride of belonging to the tradition of the South translated easily into the attitudes,

methods, and standards governing the literary tradition and its body of criticism, and that

while the region and its literature has changed, the critical values, for the most part, have

not. Although some critics verbalize the acknowledgment of changes and express an

awareness of new and different dimensions in the literature reflecting these changes, they

are still looking for the familiar, and often the Southern critic expects authors who never

knew the South of Glasgow, Gordon, and Faulkner to express the attitudes of this first

generation and in a similar but new fashion.

Louis Rubin, for instance, says:

What the writer importantly draws from his background are certain

attitudes toward language and toward experience, and these he can never

escape. We discern important and recognizable influences of such things in

his books, so that we can speak legitimately of "Southern fiction" or "the

Russian novel." But it is the attitudes, not the topical subject matter, that
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make possible this identification. The process by which they become art is

not local or regional, and cannot be limited to any time or place. Literature

is by nature a universalizing process; the raw material of particular

experience is transformed into the knowledge ofhuman life, and is made to

embody the artist's perception of what being human means. (16)

But while he applauds Styron for Lie Down in Darkness, which had "the implied promise

that the author would be able to sustain and develop his talent within the accepted model"

(195) because of the novel's similarity to Faulkner's Light in August, Rubin finds the

works of other newer writers less praiseworthy because they don't exhibit the

characteristics of Faulkner and Wolfe as readily as Styron's does. McCullers intends to

present her perception of what it means to be a human being, and the attitudes expressed

in her novels are more important than the topical subject, but the attitudes woven into the

characters' personalities and actions are not the attitudes of Faulkner's generation or even

particular to her South, so looking for the familiar expressed through the accepted mode

in her fiction could not result in an evaluation from Rubin more flattering than "interesting

though it was." But her work is impressive, so she is a writer deserving the pride Southern

critics take in the contributors to their tradition, so Rubin and Gray credit her with the

excellent prose style that perfectly suits her "poignant exploration of surfaces." Had the

town of The Heart is a Lonely Hunter more readily resembled Columbus or had Mick

been the last generation of a genteel family in the chaotic dissolution of a local community,

then Southern critics might have heralded McCullers' first novel as far more than a

prodigious accomplishment for a woman of twenty-two.
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Standing in contrast to the conservatism of the Southern critics are those distanced

from the South and its influence. Walter Allen is, therefore, extreme in contrast because

he is distanced even from America, and his evaluations evidence his liberal approach to

criticism of Southern and American fiction. In the case of McCullers, he does not look for

anything more familiar than the theme he asserts is American by tradition, and he is not

concerned with particulars that identify place or time, so his general analysis contrasts with

the common Southern critical analysis even though he also assumes the artist's perception

is foremost:

However tortured her vision may seem, there is nothing tortured or odd in

the texture of her prose; and in the raw material of her art is the world as

commonly observed.... The town and its life are rendered in concrete

detail. The town is not, we feel, conceived in any arbitrary manner in order

to point a moral or impose any reading of life. And though the characters

may be freaks, they are not merely dotty.... If they differ from other

human beings they do so only in degree; the laws that govern their being

are universal laws. And all the time, almost as the soil from which they

spring, the common business of human existence is going on, the common

joys, anxieties and endurances. (132-34)

Allen writes under the assumption that the attitudes governing the expression of

McCullers' vision are both American and Southern, but he does not look for particular

elements to take precedence over others or discredit her perception of human existence

because her Vision is "tortured." Unlike Southern critics, Allen finds no fault with her
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"universalizing process" or the social context, because he is not expecting to find any

accepted mode or recognizable physical referents; simply, Allen does not expect

McCullers to write about her South as it once was or even as it is. In his analysis, he does

expect to find attitudes expressed that relate the traditional American theme of isolation,

however tempered by McCullers' perception, and his assessment of her work suggests that

he does, in fact, find what he is looking for.



CHAPTER III

LONELINESS AS AN AMERICAN MALADY

Accepting the premise that the universal laws that govern the characters of The

Heart Is a Lonely Hunter, as Allen explains, are common to human experience in America

and Europe and that McCullers' general theme is universal, her characters are like the

characters of Joyce, Proust, or Dostoevski. But the attitudes that shape the thinking of

McCullers' characters and motivate them consciously or unconsciously to do what they do

are attitudes that have grown out of American social tradition and ideologies and, more

often than not, stand in conflict with what she views as universal laws of human existence.

McCullers' interest in American social tradition is not so much in defining particular

attitudes or their origins, but in their conflict with the basic nature of the individual and the

resulting sense of isolation. Still, she writes with the awareness that the individualism so

dear to Americans is fundamentally opposed to inherent characteristics of the human

being. In a brief article, "Loneliness an American Malady," she explains not only her

concept of the universal quest for self-identity, but also points to the unique problems

Americans face once self-identification is accomplished and they attempt to satisfy the

natural desire to feel a part of the world around them. And in this article, she expresses

her understanding of the basic difference in American and European culture that she

believes creates a unique American loneliness:

41
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the nature of this loneliness? It would seem essentially to be a quest for

identity.

To the spectator, the amateur philosopher, no motive among the

complex ricochets of our desires and rejections seems stronger or more

enduring than the will of the individual to claim his identity and belong.

From infancy to death, the human being is obsessed by these dual motives.

Consciousness of the self is the first abstract problem that the

human being solves.... This primitive grasp of identity develops with

constantly shifting emphasis through all our years. Perhaps maturity is

simply the history of those mutations that reveal to the individual the

relation between himself and the world in which he finds himself.

After the first establishment there comes the imperative need to

lose this new-found sense of separateness and to belong to something

larger and more powerful than the weak, lonely self. The sense of moral

isolation is intolerable to us.

... as a nation we are an outgoing people, reaching always for

immediate contacts, further experience. But we tend to seek things out as

individuals, alone. The European, secure in his family ties and rigid class

loyalties, knows little of the moral loneliness that is native to us Americans.

(18)

The opinions McCullers expresses in this article are the best paraphrase of the consistent

philosophical attitude that so many critics looked for and missed when comparing
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Reflections in a Golden Eye to The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter, but because her interest is

primarily the resulting loneliness of the individual, her novels seldom investigate or expose

any cultural attitudes on the surface level. Instead, the actions, reactions and comments of

the characters and the situations in the novels demonstrate, symbolically or in themselves,

the effect of American cultural attitudes on the personalities of the characters and on the

society which seems so indifferent to them.

The counter themes surrounding the general theme of The Heart is a Lonely

Hunter also reflect, and in more detail, her feelings about the basic nature of the human

being and of problems in society. She says,

... some of these may be stated briefly as follows:(1) There is a deep need

in man to express himself by creating some unifying principle or God. A

personal God created by a man is a reflection of himself and in substance

this God is most often inferior to his creator. (2) In a disorganized society

these individual Gods or principles are likely to be chimerical and fantastic.

(3) Each man must express himself in his own way--but this is often denied

him by a wasteful, short-sighted society. (4) Human beings are innately

cooperative, but an unnatural social tradition makes them behave in ways

that are not in accord with their deepest nature. Some men are heroes by

nature in all that is in them without regard to the effort or to the personal

returns. ("Author's" 125)

That the "unnatural social tradition" is American is understood, for she states elsewhere in

the outline that "as the book is written ... there are many aspects of the content which are
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peculiar to the America of this decade" ("Author's" 147). Since McCullers' focus is

always on the individual, these themes are conclusions about the nature of the human and

society and are not intended to explain why society is disorganized and short-sighted. But

by comparing "many of the aspects" of The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter that demonstrate the

counter themes to discussions by authors who do seek to explain what is unnatural about

American social tradition, one can see that the raw material McCullers uses to develop her

theme of loneliness is American.

Philip Slater's Pursuit of Loneliness is one such discussion that concentrates on the

cultural attitudes that conflict with the basic nature of the human being. His study

emphasizes the psychological and sociological reasons behind the dissatisfaction of the

sixties, so the political, social, and economic facets of his discussion differ from those of

the thirties in The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter. And, of course, McCullers' aesthetic

representation of isolated individuals differs from Slater's nonfiction commentary, but, in

spite of these differences, there is a common basis in the presentation of Americans as

lonely hunters and in the belief that the source of the loneliness is the opposition of

American social tradition to basic human needs.

According to Slater, the discrepancy between what is supposed to be and what is

makes Americans feel deprived and causes dissatisfaction with society. In the title of his

book, Slater makes a pun on the constitutional guarantee of the right to the pursuit of

happiness, pointing to the irony that in the process of preserving individualism, Americans

deny themselves the possibility of fulfilling "three human desires that are deeply and

uniquely frustrated by American culture" (8). He lists them and explains his purpose:
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(1) The desire for community--the wish to live in trust, cooperation, and

friendship with those around one. (2) The desire for engagement--the wish

to come directly to grips with one's social and physical environment. (3)

The desire for dependence--the wish to share responsibility for the control

of one's impulses and the direction of one's life.

When I say that these three desires are frustrated by American

culture I don't want to conjure up romantic images of the individual

struggling against society. In each case we participate eagerly in producing

the frustration we endure--it isn't merely something done to us. . . (8-9)

Although McCullers would agree with Slater's argument that Americans produce the

frustration they endure, it was precisely her intent to "conjure up romantic images," and

the aesthetic of those images is precisely what enhances her isolated characters and their

struggles within, rather than against, the social environment and allows her to recreate

their despair without directly commenting on the individualism that causes it.

Slater explains the role individualism plays in frustrating human desires when he

says:

These three needs--community, engagement, dependency--are

suppressed in our society out of a commitment to individualism. The belief

that everyone should pursue her own destiny autonomously has forced us

to maintain an emotional detachment from our social and physical

environment and aroused a vague guilt about our competitiveness and

indifference to others. ..
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Individualism is rooted in the attempt to deny the reality of human

interdependence. ... Unfortunately, the more we have succeeded in doing

this, the more we have felt disconnected, bored, lonely, unprotected,

unnecessary, and unsafe. (33- 34)

McCullers' characters are emotionally and physically detached from their social

environment, "hardly engaging with the outer world at all," as Gray has charged, but the

society is as indifferent to them as they are to others. And individuals autonomously

pursuing their destinies make for the disorganized, short-sighted society of The Heart Is a

Lonely Hunter that offers no unifying principle and that has no concern for any one

member's created principle; McCullers' characters, therefore, feel as "disconnected, bored,

lonely, unprotected, unnecessary, and unsafe" as the Americans Slater describes.

On the surface, the novel narrates interaction between characters, but there is no

interdependence except in the individual relationships involving John Singer, and those

relationships are built on the delusion that Singer understands the characters confiding in

him. Singer's only attempt to fill his need for dependency is equally a delusion since

Antonapoulos hasn't the mental capacity to understand Singer's sign language--or

friendship, for that matter. Singer's physical disability in part isolates him from the

community, but Singer himself contributes to his detachment. As long as he has

Antonapoulos, Singer seeks no further engagement; the mutes don't attempt to involve

themselves in society beyond the functions necessary to acquire food and shelter, and

Singer is content with the delusion that his roommate shares his interest and his life.

Singer is, as McCullers explains, a flat character ("Author's" 126), the symbol of thwarted
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expression, but he serves a greater purpose in developing the counter themes because his

deaf-mutism allows the other characters to make of him what they need. McCullers says

that "because of their loneliness these other four people see in the mute a certain mystic

superiority ... and [each] makes the mute the repository for his most personal feelings"

(125), or in Biffs words, make "of him a sort of home-made God" (Heart 177). Singer

becomes an ideal for Copeland, Blount, and especially Mick because his polite behavior

lets them believe he is not indifferent to their personal desires and beliefs, and his

courteously feigned understanding encourages them to express the desires suppressed by

society's general indifference to personal principles and interests. Biffs observations of the

other characters' delusions are accurate, for the most part, and he remains "puzzled" about

"Singer and the rest of them" (Heart 273) at the end of the novel; he never does

understand what made "such a strange thing come about" (177) or why they are all so

frustrated, angry, lonely, and confused. And because Singer had avoided disclosing any

information about Antonapoulos, even Biff is bewildered when Singer kills himself.

All of the characters of The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter experience the futility that

drove Singer to end his life, but the others are able to function in society to some degree

of conformity, so they keep hunting, dealing with their suppressed needs in different ways.

And all of the characters internalize their desperation, anger, resentment, hate, and even

love, so that they further inhibit the possibility of self-expression. In The Pursuit of

Loneliness, Slater describes the "internalized control" apparent in the society McCullers

wrote about. Slater says that ". internalization is a mixed blessing. . . but the capacity to

give oneself up to an emotion is lost in the process. Where internalization is high there is
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often a feeling that the controls themselves are out of control. . . life is muted, experience

filtered, emotion anesthetized or its discharge incomplete" (33).

Jake Blount feels the controls are out of control. Jake is plagued with dreams of

destruction, and toward the end of the novel he feels more certain that something terrible

is coming. The precognition of his dreams is fulfilled late in the summer when the riot

breaks out at the carnival and the young Black boy dies. In his flight from the scene,

Jake's thoughts turn to Singer, the one who always seemed to be in control, and Jake is

angry that Singer was not the man Jake supposed he was. Jake's ranting or even his quiet

philosophizing are only an incomplete discharge of the futility he feels because no one

listens or cares, and when he has to face the reality that Singer was no different, he is

embittered and even more desperate.

Dr. Copeland is a good example of one who suffers what Slater describes as the

"discomfort" that results from suppressed feelings (6). Copeland studies the theories of

Marx, believing completely that democracy is the most oppressive form of government.

He is eternally angry, and the bitterness takes its toll on him physically as well as

emotionally. Because he is black, his bitterness is less tolerable to society than Jake's, and

the internalization of Copeland's suppressed emotions leads to the serious "discomfort"

that, causes "much illness, perhaps most of it" (Slater 6). Furthermore, Copeland's

physical degeneration is an example of the "decay we attribute to 'old age' [that] is just the

erosion caused by each society trying to cram humans into some emotional mold that

doesn't fit" (Slater 6). Copeland has not been able to conform to the restrictions his social
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conditions have placed on his practice, restrictions that by the definition of American

democracy are not supposed to exist.

Mick "discharges" her suppressed emotions more than any of the other characters.

One evening she is listening to Beethoven's Eroica in the bushes outside one of her

favorite houses, and her response to the music is mixed. Louise Westling says Mick

responded with "ecstasy and terrible pain. To alleviate this pain she resorted to ...

masochism, turning her frustration back on herself" (116). Mick cannot allow herself to

express this emotion, and its discharge is incomplete. Westling continues:

Mick's reaction to the Eroica is clearly no .. . sublimation of misplaced

pleasure but a frantic effort to release intense emotions which she must

feel are forbidden. . . . Her musical pleasure is illicit, stolen. . . from

wealthy people by a kind of voyeurism. Mick's own world has no time

for impractical addiction to the arts. Thus there is no constructive outlet

for the emotion stimulated by the music, an emotion identified with her

ambition and sense of her own importance. So she turns all the energy

upon herself, wounding her flesh to blot out her emotions with physical

pain. (116)

Mick's first sexual experience exemplifies the idea that internalization results in

filtered experience and anesthetized emotion. During an afternoon swim, Mick and Harry

Minowitz suddenly find themselves drawn to each other. While it is happening, "her fists

were tight enough to crack," the narrator writes, "It was like her head was broke [sic] off

from her body and thrown away ... and her eyes looked straight into the blinding sun
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while she counted something in her mind" (Heart 209). After this experience, Mick is

overcome by a strange fear. She can't stay in her room any more or stand to be by herself,

and she follows Singer everywhere. "Once she learns she is not pregnant, however," says

Westling, "the fear subsides. In its place comes a kind of paralysis," (118). Shortly after

this, Mick reluctantly quits school and lets go of her dreams of fame and success to step

into the adult world, fully conforming to the disappointment and bitterness around her.

Mick's last scene, like her first, is at the New York Cafe. She has come in after working

overtime and feels guilty for spending twenty cents on a sundae and beer that she should

use on a new half-sole. The restaurant is the same; fourteen months has not changed it.

But Mick has changed:

It was like she was mad all the time. Not like how a kid gets mad quick so

that soon it is all over-but another way. Only there was nothing to be mad

at...

It was like she was cheated. Only nobody had cheated her. So

there was nobody to take it out on . . .just the same she had that feeling.

Cheated. (Heart 209)

Mick has to internalize her anger since she can determine no specific cause for

feeling cheated; she can't "get mad quick so that soon it is all over," and although her

disillusionment is universal, she is following a particularly American pattern. Slater

explains that American ideals tell Americans "what they're supposed to do. .. to be

happy. But for some reason their fantasies are unrealizable and leave them disappointed

and embittered" (xv). But Mick is young and her experience has only dampened her
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idealism; she still believes that "the way she felt about music and the plans she had made . .

. had to be some good if anything made sense" (270), and so the narrator leaves us with

the confirmation that Mick will continue to "hunt," to attempt to realize her fantasies.

Although Mick's determination illustrates the tenacity of the human spirit to seek

fulfillment, McCullers doesn't leave us in any way optimistic that Mick will eventually

achieve her objectives; instead, Mick's last thoughts reveal the false premise that

encourages her. The "anything" that makes sense to Mick is her concept of life based on

the fundamental American attitude that she is supposed to pursue her personal goals and

that society supports her in her attempt, so Mick's conclusion that her feelings and plans

are some good not only refuels her idealism but also encourages her expectations of

success which, in view of her situation, are only remotely possible. McCullers is not

cynical in expressing this paradox, for she treats Mick, as she does all of her characters,

with a tone of warmth rather than accusation and reveals a sort of sympathetic pessimism.

Still, the pathos in the novel is not an attempt to excuse the characters for contributing to

their own disappointment because, as Chester Eisinger explains, "Mrs. McCullers does not

... permit her characters to live by the illusions they create. Honesty, not harshness , . .

triumphs over warmth when she strips away the illusion to reveal its essential nothingness"

(246).

The nothingness beneath the illusions in The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter is the

detachment a character feels because he or she has no real sense of place in a world made

up of others just as detached because they, too, are pursuing separate destinies. Slater,

with none of the pathos of McCullers' prose, flatly explains, "The universe does not
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consist of a lot of unrelated particles but is an interconnected whole. Pretending that our

fortunes are independent ofeach other may be perfectly ethical, but it's also perfectly

stupid" (15). The need to establish "a sense of one's place in the scheme of things," he

contends, "produces a jungle of competing egos, each trying to create a place" (11). With

less harshness, he explains how the individualistic thinking that governs Americans'

methods in creating a place intensifies the very need they are trying to fill:

Americans love bigness, mostly because they feel so small. They feel small

because they're unconnected, without a place. They try to overcome that

smallness by associating themselves with bigness--big projects, big

organizations, big government.... But it's that very same bigness that rips

away their sense of connectedness and place and makes them feel small. A

vicious circle. (11)

The illusions McCullers' characters create are all attempts to fill their individual

needs, and in each case, the illusion or principle each creates reflects his particular need.

Jake Blount, for instance, adopts principles and fashions plans for mending the raveling

American political system that would reshape society to suit his abilities and nature. Dr.

Copeland's obsession with Marxist theories grows out of his need to cross the racial

barriers that prevent him from meeting the full potential of his vocation and out of his

desire to alleviate the oppression of his people. Although Biffs principles don't involve

big reorganization of actual social structure, his disapproval of established sex roles are

shaped by his particular nature. Biff, unable to reconcile the female traits within himself

with his cold, detached nature, creates for himself the principle that human beings are
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ambi-sexual, "that marital relations are not the primary function of the sex impulse"

(McCullers "Author's" 135). Mick's principles are less defined, as she is yet in the process

of identifying herself, but her proposed method of creating a place for herself is the big

project of acquiring fame and the esteem of society as an artist. In all cases, the

characters' principles cause them to design a world that affords them a place that reality

doesn't, and in all cases the failure of the real world to adapt to their illusions of what

should be leaves them disappointed or embittered.

The tendency of McCullers' characters to create illusions of the world correlates to

Daniel J. Boorstin's The Image, another nonfiction discussion of American culture, that,

although focusing on the mass of Americans rather than on the individual, deals with

Americans' preference for illusion over reality. In more detail than Slater, Boorstin

"recount[s] historical forces which have given us this unprecedented opportunity to

deceive ourselves and to befog our experience (3), but agreeing with Slater and

McCullers, he says that "each of us individually provides the market and the demand for

the illusions which flood our experience" (3). Growing out of the historical experience of

America, our idealism, according to Boorstin, leads us "to expect anything and everything.

... the contradictory and impossible" (4), and he echoes Slater by adding,

Never have people been more the masters of their environment. Yet never

has a people felt more deceived and disappointed. For never has a people

expected so much more than the world could offer.... We tyrannize and

frustrate ourselves by expecting more than the world can give us or more

than we can make of the world. We demand that everyone who talks to us
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... live in our world of extravagant expectations.... We have become so

accustomed to our illusions that we mistake them for reality....

They are

the world of our making: the world of the image. (5-6)

Obviously, Jake Blount and Dr. Copeland illustrate the frustration that comes from

expecting to make more of the world than is possible, and Mick feels she has somehow

been deceived when her dreams dissolve in face of her real circumstance. The image each

creates of Singer, however, best illustrates the demand that everyone we talk to live in our

world of extravagant expectations, while each image illustrates Slater's assertion that the

illusion reflect the need it is designed to fill. Eisinger explains McCullersr use of this

"failure of dialogue" in The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter:

... she bares the loneliness of each sentient human being whose need is to

create an image of wisdom and receptivity which receives and resolves

one's problems, providing release and fulfillment. And here, with

magisterial firmness, she condemns her characters to failure. The image

they create out of their need has the same need they suffer from. They

have willfully obscured the fallibility of the image. They have stubbornly

embarked upon a monologue in the mistaken notion that they have

established the reciprocity necessary for dialogue. They are self-deluded in

the conversation each holds with himself. And the dimensions of this

failure of dialogue are in the collapse of the inner self and the frustration of

the social being. (246)
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Because the characters are in essence providing both voices in the dialogue they believe

they have established, Singer is a different man to each of the characters, a man who lives

in each one's created world of illusion and who is an image of wisdom that confirms the

illusion each has created. Perhaps the most extravagant expectation of reciprocity

necessary for dialogue is Mick's. When Singer's generosity prompts him to buy a radio for

her to enjoy, she takes this act to mean that Singer understands her love of music. In view

of his deafness, he understands only the concept of music and that she loves it. But all the

characters confiding in Singer ignore the fact that his silence is simply his inability to

communicate and prefer to believe that it is his acceptance of the needs they express.

McCullers says that Americans are always reaching for immediate contacts, further

experience, and Boorstin's book offers a thorough discussion of the ways Americans

delude themselves by creating contacts and experiences when the world provides few or

none to satisfy these needs. Singer is a created contact for more people than the four main

characters in The Heart is a Lonely Hunter, and McCullers' description of what he is to

strangers re-emphasizes the need for contact. The mystery resulting from Singer's silence

about his personal history allows people, admiring the image he presents, to create their

own image of Singer that gives them a sense of commonality with him. In the following

excerpt, McCullers illustrates the purpose of rumor (or advertising) in the creation of an

image that, "is a kind of ideal which becomes real only when it has become public"

(Boorstin 189). the narrator tells us

... the rumors about the mute were rich and varied. The Jews said that he

was a Jew. The merchants along main street claimed he had received a
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large legacy and was a very rich man. It was whispered in one browbeaten

textile union that the mute was an organizer for the C.I.O. A lone Turk

who had roamed into the town years ago ... claimed passionately to his

wife that the mute was Turkish. He said that when he spoke his language

the mute understood. And as he claimed this his voice grew warm and he

forgot to squabble with his children and he was full of plans and activity.

... All these things were said about him. (153-54)

Singer has no magical effect on others, and the image Singer presents through appearance

and mannerisms is his image of himself. What calms the Turk, for instance, is that his

created image of Singer gives him a sense of immediate contact--the same delusion that

generates the good feelings in the four characters who go to Singer's room to "share" their

thoughts and desires.

The world of the image in Boorstin's discussion encompasses many more types of

illusions than are apparent in The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter because Boorstin's concern is

the whole of American society and McCuller's book centers on individuals in one cloed

community. Still, her people illustrate some of the attitudes about the world of images

that Boorstin examines. The boredom that plagues individuals in a static and dissatisfying

routine prompts them to long for distant and different places, and although none of

McCullers' characters are privileged to travel, they have visions of the places they want to

go and the things they want to experience. Boorstin describes the change in the attitude

about travel in American culture that is basically the shift from the desire to see and

experience new things to testing the reality of a place against the image of the place that
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the individual has either created or that has been created for him or her(116). Mick

spends many summer days in the library looking through National Geographic, and from

the impressive color photos, and her natural curiosity about snow, something she cannot

experience in the South, she develops a romantic image of foreign places that have snow.

Since she cannot, herself, test the reality of a such a place against her image, she tries to

confirm the reality vicariously by asking Singer if he has been to such a place. Childish

though her question is, she wants to know if, while he was in Canada, if he ever gathered

pure snow to mix with cream and sugar and vanilla. When Singer doesn't understand the

question, however, she drops it, and continues to dream about places with snow whenever

she can enjoy her contemplative moments. Singer doesn't fail to understand her words

when she questions him, but the making of ice-cream with snow was evidently not a

part of the reality he experienced in Canada, and he is not aware that in Mick's image it is

done all the time. Mick is aware, however, that she is testing reality and doesn't want to

accept that it may not measure up to her image. (234)

Another American fondness for images is illustrated by Mick's older sister, Etta,

who is obsessed with the interest in celebrities. "The celebrity is a person who is known

for his well-knownness," Boorstin says, and he briefly explains that "his qualities--or lack

of qualities--illustrate our peculiar problems. He is neither good nor bad, great nor petty.

... He has been fabricated on purpose to satisfy our exaggerated expectations of human

greatness. (57-58) Etta reads about movie stars and her goal is to be one, but, more

importantly, because of a fan letter, she believes she has made immediate contact with a
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celebrity, and is eager to further her association with "human greatness." Mick's thoughts

explain Etta's extravagant expectations:

All she thought about was movie stars and getting into the movies. Once

she had written to Jeanette MacDonald and had got a typewritten letter

back saying that if ever she came out to Hollywood she could come and

swim in the swimming pool. And ever since that swimming pool had been

preying on Etta's mind. All she thought about was going to Hollywood

when she could scrape up the bus fare and getting a job as a secretary and

being buddies with Jeanette MacDonald and getting in the movies herself

(32)

Etta's dream is certainly not unusual, nor is it much different from Mick's dream, but

Etta's desire to "be buddies with" a celebrity illustrates the need for immediate contact

with someone or something that gives the individual a sense of place, a sense of worth.

"The root of our problem," writes Boorstin, "the social source of these exaggerated

expectations, is in our novel power to make men famous.... We have willingly been

misled into believing that fame--well knownness--is still a trademark of greatness" (46-47).

Mick's mistaking fame for a mark of greatness is the most deceptive factor in her attempt

to escape her isolation. Mick is relying on her success, with all the trappings of limousines

and monogrammed clothes that wealth can provide, to supply her a place of importance in

the world. She deceives herself by believing she is pursuing a more worthwhile dream

than her sister because she is interested in art, something prestigious, rather than movies.

She has replaced the ideal with an image. He explains that its "dream is a vision or an
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aspiration to which we can compare reality.. .. An illusion, on the other hand, is an image

we have mistaken for reality" (239). Mick's illusion is that she is already living the image

in its earliest stages, and the ideal of composing and playing music is lost in her plans. Her

case is a small and seemingly insignificant instance of delusion, but her experience is an

example of what Boorstin says plagues American culture. "It is," he says, "the menace of

unreality. The threat of nothingness is the danger of replacing American dreams by

American illusions. Of replacing the ideals by the images" (240).

Nothingness is more than a threat to McCullers' characters, and each has

contributed to the intensity of his condition. They all delude themselves by creating a sort

of god out of Singer and clinging to principles that are illusions rather than ideals.

McCullers' characters are American, and in the attempt to escape their loneliness,

therefore, they are all guided by the same American cultural attitudes and societal

influences that have caused their detachment. And although the social and cultural

contexts of The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter are not easily discernible, the analyses in The

Image and The Pursuit of Loneliness explain the cultural aspects of the counter themes

that McCullers leaves to be discovered through "insight of the reader and the care with

which the book is read."



CHAPTER IV

VARIATIONS OF LONELINESS IN LATER WORKS

The theme that McCullers develops in The Heart is a Lonely Hunter--of isolation,

with its particular American perspective of the individual detached from society--remains

consistent in her later works although she modifies the theme by emphasizing

psychological elements in some cases and social factors in the case of Clock Without

Hands. Not only does the shifting emphasis on the internal nature of the characters and

their needs provide variations of the pattern established in her first novel, but it also alters

the degree of influence of a variety of cultural attitudes that motivate the characters and

shape the events in a work. And although social context is not McCullers' primary

interest, a general comparison of a few points discussed in The Image and The Pursuit of

Loneliness to McCullers' later works will show that she uses raw materials of American

experience in developing the variations of the themes in Reflections in a Golden Eye, The

Member of the Wedding, The Ballad of the Sad Cafe, and Clock Without Hands.

The bizarre behavior and the exaggerated grotesqueness of the characters in

Reflections in a Golden Eye confused and disappointed many critics when the novel first

appeared. Besides what Tennessee Williams says is "an inclination on the part of critics to

retrench their favor" with the publication of a second novel after the author's first has been

60
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offended many who expected the same "veil of subjective tenderness" (Williams viii) that

softened the grotesqueness present in The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter, and found instead

four of the six major characters warped beyond believable proportions. "This book," says

Oliver Evans, "earned for its author a reputation of sensationalism that unfortunately still

survives-- unfortunately, since it is unjustified" (337), and in Evans' defense of grotesque

characters and violence in this novel, he explains the use of symbolism that is crucial to

understanding the pattern of isolation in all of McCullers' works:

I have said that Mrs. McCullers' basic theme is the spiritual isolation of the

individual. Now, it should be obvious that an kind of deviation whether

physical or psychological, naturally tends to increase this sense of

isolation. On a merely realistic level, it is certainly difficult to accept

this novel, with its bizarre situations and twisted characters, as a truthful

statement about life, but then, the book is not intended to be read on a

merely realistic level. These characters are all symbols-- . . . symbols of

spiritual isolation and loneliness. (337)

The abnormalities, then, in Reflections in a Golden Eye are all symbolic of facets of the

characters' natures that isolate them, and often those facets are the effects that cultural

attitudes have on their personalities.

The novel begins in the same simple style that opens all ofMcCullers' works: "An

army post in peace time is a dull place" (1). Then in simple fashion she explains a few

sentences later the general plot to follow: "There is a fort in the South where a few years

ago a murder was committed. The participants were: two officers, a soldier, two women,
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a Filipino, and a horse" (2). The characters of this novel fall into two groups more or less

representing the sensual and intellectual aspects of the human being. Major Langdon,

Lenora Penderton and Private Williams are motivated by sensual drives while Captain

Penderton, Alison Langdon, and her houseboy, Anacleto, approach life intellectually or

aesthetically, suppressing or distorting the release of physical drives in the process.

Lenora's horse, Firebird, which her husband simply cannot handle, symbolizes nature.

Lenora and Major Langdon are the simplest of the characters, taking from life the

enjoyment of food, drink, simple entertainment, and sex without much regard for the arts

or philosophical contemplation. Private Williams, the murder victim, is a more

complicated character than his actions or description indicates. His riding nude through

woods and lying naked in the sun while his horse grazes come not so much from a love of

the natural as from a need to discharge a repressed sexuality that his fundamentalist father

created in him through the insistence that any relationship with women is evil. Captain

Penderton, other hand, is the most complicated of his group; he is homosexual and is as

attracted to his wife's lovers as much as he is resentful of them, and his cowardice results

from his diminished masculinity. Having been repeatedly passed over for promotion

because of his ineffectiveness as an officer, Penderton attempts to assure himself of his

worth by exerting what power he has over anyone subordinate to him, especially the

private. He resents his wife's natural beauty and sensuality, as well as her simple-

mindedness, so it follows that he would resent the characteristics in Private Williams of

"man in nature" (Eisinger 255) and be attracted to him at the same time.
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In the course of a month, Private Williams becomes Captain Penderton's obsession

while Lenora becomes an obsession to the private. At night, the soldier sneaks into the

captain's house to watch Lenora sleep, not knowing what draws him there. Because of

Alison's neuroses, she and Anacleto are often awake at odd hours of the night with some

physical crisis or another of Alison's, and the night Alison dies the private narrowly

escapes detection when the excitement wakes the neighboring Penderton household. Still,

Private Williams sneaks past Captain Penderton in his study to Lenora's bedroom one

more time. Captain Penderton's resentment of the private, his inability to subdue or

understand the primitive in the soldier, makes it inevitable that Penderton eventually kills

him when, in his sleeplessness, the captain discovers Private Williams creeping toward the

house, and hatred rather than courage motivates him to take his pistol to Lenora's

bedroom.

Exaggerated as it is, the symbolic psychological grotesqueness embodied in the

characters of Reflections in a Golden Eye illustrates the most negative results of a

disorganized society's influence on an individual's behavior. Captain Penderton

demonstrates that competitiveness is a poor substitute for basic needs and causes distress

that warps a person's overall character. He experiences absolutely no interdependence,

much like Biff Brannon, but Penderton is so taken with his image of himself he avoids any

consideration of his feelings about sex roles and reassures himself with the idea that

leading men is better proof of masculinity, an abstract quality both devised and measured

by society. In this thinking, he is victim of a double illusion since the notion is his own

principle and he is not effectual as a leader. His frustration from the inability to relate to
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nature, another illusionary proof of masculinity, results in a minor but extremely sadistic

act when he finds a two- or three-week-old kitten hovering in a doorway for warmth, and

after holding the purring ball of for, he squeezes it through the frosty flap of a mailbox and

simply walks away. This seemingly unrelated scene corresponds with another repulsive

act that presents Penderton's discharge of suppressed emotions and a loss of internalized

control.

His desire to master Firebird leads him to taking the horse out one afternoon for a

ride that ends in a crazed dash through thick woods in which Penderton pits his endurance

against the stamina ofthe horse and throws himselffinto the danger of the wild ride. The

competition is interrupted by the sudden appearance of Private Williams after the horse

has stopped and Penderton is beating the animal furiously for robbing him ofthe victory.

Instead of proving himself superior to the horse, Penderton is defeated by the nude

Williams taking the whip from him and leading the horse away, leaving Penderton

disoriented and on foot. Penderton's distress from individualistic competitiveness causes

him more severe problems than making a fool of himself, for he is addicted to prescription

drugs and suffers sleeplessness.

McCullers, maintaining the objective simple style throughout, discloses the various

facets of the man's character one at a time, reminding the reader only occasionally that

these characters are "reflectional." At one point, Penderton himself realizes the fallibility

of his image of himself, and his momentary realization echoes both the danger that

Boorstin warns us lurks in replacing ideals with images and Slater's explanation that

society's warping "participants into some peculiar limitation. . . exacts a heavy toll in
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misery, neurosis, and physical illness" (3). McCullers places Penderton's glance at the

reality of what he is in a conversation about the unacceptability ofAnaceto's affinity for

ballet and water-color painting:

'You mean," Captain Penderton said, "that any fulfillment obtained

at the expense of normalcy is wrong, and should not be allowed to bring

happiness.... it is better ... for the square peg to keep scraping about the

round hole rather than to discover and use the unorthodox square that

would fit it?"

"Why you put it exactly right," the Major said.

"Don't you agree with me?"

"No," said the captain, after a short pause. With gruesome

vividness the Captain suddenly looked into his soul and saw himself. For

once he did not see himself as others saw him; there came to him a sudden

doll-like image, mean of countenance and grotesque in form.. . . He

accepted it with neither alteration nor excuse. "I don't agree," he repeatedly

absently. (125)

Penderton's isolation is complete; he is complacent about even unsavory quirks of his

distorted self, incorporating them into his image without reservation, and his ideal of the

cliched "officer and a gentleman" has been replaced. Perhaps, as Allen suggests, in this

novel "it is as though Carson McCullers has surrendered in despair to a conviction of the

utter meaningless of life" (134).
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In The Member of the Wedding, however, McCullers treats the illusions of Frankie

with more ofthe subjective tenderness evident in The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter. The

narrator tells us that at age twelve, Frankie is an "unjoined person who hung around in

doorways, and she was afraid" (Member 1), and in longing to be a member ofsomething,

Frankie serves as the focus for developing the theme of the human need to establish a

connection with something larger than the self The variation of the theme in this case

from the adolescent feelings of isolation Mick exhibited is that Frankie has no vision of

making a place for herself, but of assuming part of a something that seems to her to

already have a place in the scheme of things. Frankie decides she will be a member of her

brother's wedding. And in adopting the illusion, she gives all of herself to it--so much that

Berenice, the Negro cook, accuses her of "falling in love with" a wedding (127), but even

this to Frankie is more realistic than her previous plan to join the Marines. As the day of

the wedding approaches, Frankie's illusion grows from the notion of the bridal couple as

"the we of me" (39) to the fantastic idea that the three ofthem will be the "we" of the

world, that they will travel everywhere and any place they stop will welcome them because

they will belong to the world. When the wedding is over andF. Jasmine, her newly

selected name, recovers from the devastating shock of being bodily dragged from the

newlyweds' car, she attempts to run away, only to be delivered by the police to her

anxious father. She settles into a gloom that lasts until she meets and befriends Mary

Littlejohn. She again changes her name, this time to Francis, and assumes Mary's tastes

and habits, and of this Allen says she has learned "acceptance of human limits" (136) and

Eisinger determines that Frankie "resolves her disappointment" (255).
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Replacing one illusion with a created image of oneself is neither acceptance nor

resolve, so even though Frankie has hurdled the crisis of adolescent isolation, she does

much the same as Mick and takes a step toward the adult world of living in images rather

than aspiring to ideals. By age thirteen, Frankie is well-versed in the art of self-deception

and exhibits the types of extravagant expectations Boorstin discusses. Reflecting Mick's

fondness for snow, Frankie imagines that Winter Hill, the town where the wedding takes

place, is cold and white although it is only one hundred miles from Frankie's sultry

Southern home town, and the point at which reality begins to overwhelm the image during

the bus trip is the beginning of Frankie's total disillusionment. It seems to Frankie they are

heading south instead ofnorth to Winter Hill, and as the scenery grows drearier her

anxiety mounts until, in retrospect, she cannot explain the experience of the wedding itself

but remembers only "flinging herself down in the sizzling dust" (135). Frankie's greatest

expectation comes not so much from the culture as from her basic need for community

and engagement; she feels a sense of detachment from a world full of strangers-a

common American view of the world. And as Slater explains, Americans have lost "the

bonds that tie a man to a family, a community, a kinship network, a geographical location-

-bonds that give him a comfortable sense of himself' (12); Frankie senses this and

questions Berenice about all the people walking around that look "loose" (114) She

puzzles, "I mean you don't see what joins them up together. You don't know where they

all came from, or where they're all going to. For instance, what made everybody come to

this town in the first place? Where did all these people come from and what are they

going to do?" (114-15). Frankie has no knowledge of any cultural past, Southern or
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otherwise, that provides a place for anyone, or any purpose, and she has no sense of

community to help her identify herself During a morning walk through the town, Frankie

notes the disjointed people she passes and considers the distance of these people from

each other and herself and realizes that of all the feelings in her "the strongest feeling of all

was the need to be known for her true self and recognized" (57). This alternate statement

of theme in respect to American society's failure to provide a cultural environment in

which community, engagement and dependency are possible confirms Frankie's ultimate

"resolve" and "acceptance" as no more than the temporary panacea of a new illusion.

The Ballad of the Sad Cafd offers little more in the way of acceptance or resolve

than McCullers' earlier novels, for all the instances of community, engagement, and

dependency are illusions that are the side-effect of the town's central figure's attempt to

escape loneliness through love. Miss Amelia Evans owns the most property in the area

and operates the biggest store in the town, but she is, at the beginning and the end of the

story, a recluse who shares nothing but a sort of mystical healing power with the

community. Amelia is one of Carson McCullers' most intriguing grotesque characters,

both physically and psychologically, for she exhibits few feminine traits in either respect

and is terrified of sex and even female disorders in her patients. Standing over six feet tall,

she is hard and lean, her eyes are slightly crossed in the beginning, and until the object of

her love appears, the woman has worn a dress only once--at her wedding. The town is a

drab Southern mill town, and the only details that give the novel any time frame are

references to bus and train services. The people in the town are in no way different from

small town people anywhere and serve an important function in developing the plot since
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McCullers uses their reactions to events to produce a folk tale effect. It is their initial

reaction to Amelia's tolerance of the beggarly hunchback's presence on her premises that

informs the reader of her power in the town and of her reclusive nature. All are astounded

when Amelia takes Cousin Lymon into the store instead ofthrowing him past the property

line.

Miss Amelia is a community celebrity, for McCullers uses superlatives in

descriptions of what Amelia does, owns, or produces, and the people busy themselves

with keeping up with her law suits, sales, and purchases. When the hunchback appears,

claiming to be her cousin, the community knows she hasn't been fooled by a blurred

photograph he asserts is his mother and her aunt, and the inconsistency of her accepting an

evident lie that is a threat to her wealth starts rumors of her intent in taking Cousin Lymon

in. After three days, without collusion, a group gathers outside the store to await the

confirmation that she has murdered the hunchback. Excepting that the townspeople did

not create the rumor for the purpose of bringitig about the event, the suspected murder of

Cousin Lymon illustrates the nature of a "pseudo-event." Although Boorstin discusses

pseudo-events in particular reference to journa ism and advertising, the illusion of creating

events worthy of reporting falls in line with the creation of images and of celebrities that

he terms "human pseudo-events" (57), and the characteristics he lists apply to the rumor

of Cousin Lymon's murder. He says,

(1)[a pseudo-eventJis not spontaneous, but comes about because someone

has planned, planted or incited i.

(2).. .It is planted primarily (not always exclusively) for the immediate
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purpose of being reported or reproduced.... The question, "Is it

real?" is less important than "Is it newsworthy?"

(3) Its relation to the underlying reality of the situation is ambiguous. Its

interest rises largely from this very ambiguity. (11)

Somewhere in the creation of a pseudo-event there is a profit of some kind for somebody;

the grand opening of a hotel which has been taking guests for six months, for instance, is

an event planned for the purpose of being reported in order to draw in business. In the

matter of the rumor of Cousin Lymon's death, the profit goes to Merlie Ryan, "a man of

not much account," who has a fever every third day that livens him up enough to have an

"idea or two"--one of which is, "I know what Miss Amelia done. She murdered that man

for something in that suitcase" (13). Within an hour the "news" has passed through the

town, and there are only "three good people [who doJ not want this crime, not even for

the sake of the interest and the great commotion it would entail" (14). Interest and

"commotion" are the basis for Americans' demand for pseudo-events since the world does

not provide enough natural events to supply much that is "new, surprising, and important"

(Boorstin 9). The cafe that results from Cousin Lymon's new status as resident of

Amelia's premises is also a sort of pseudo-event created by the people and condoned by

Amelia because ofthe hunchback's love of attention. In only a short time, the store

becomes a restaurant complete with tables and Amelia's cooking, and the town develops a

sense of engagement through the fellowship available at Miss Amelia's.

Unfortunately, the cafe comes to a tragic end when the love-relationship of Amelia

and Cousin Lymon is disastrously destroyed by the reappearance of Amelia's estranged
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husband, Marvin Macy. The nature of love in the three separate love-relationships of

these three main characters provides the variation of McCullers' basic theme of isolation.

While it is true that Cousin Lymon loves Marvin and Marvin loves Amelia, theirs is not the

common problem of "the eternal triangle," for the nature of love is the same in all three

cases. The narrator explains:

... the fact that [love] is a joint experience does not mean that it is a

similar experience to the two people involved.... Often the beloved is

only a stimulus for all the stored-up love which has lain quiet in the lover

for a long time hitherto. . . . He feels that his love is a solitary thing. He

comes to know a new strange loneliness and it is this knowledge that

makes him suffer.... He must house his love within himself as best he can;

he must create for himself a whole new inward world.... And the curt

truth is that, in a deep secret way, the state of being loved is intolerable to

many.... For the lover is forever trying to strip bare his beloved. The

lover craves any possible relation with the beloved, even if this experience

can cause him only pain. (26 -27)

Marvin's deprivation of Miss Amelia's love during the brief ten days that had transpired

before she threw him out bodily had caused him great pain, but after passing nearly a

decade of pain, some of that time in prison, Marvin had buried his love so deep in himself

that the only emotions he exhibited toward Amelia were hatred and a desire for revenge.

Cousin Lymon, fascinated by Marvin's time in prison and the places he had been, falls in

love with Marvin and becomes an instrument of his revenge. Amelia's love for Cousin
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Lymon forces her to allow Marvin to move in with them in order to maintain some

relationship with the hunchback, but eventually the situation leads to a physical battle

between Marvin and Amelia that, when Cousin Lymon jumps to Marvin's aid, breaks

Amelia's will, and Marvin beats her. The two men ransack her premises, try to poison

her, and leave town together. She boards up the store and becomes a complete recluse,

only peering out an upstairs window occasionally.

The paradox explained in the description of the lover and the beloved involves

some cultural attitudes that Slater exposes in regard to the illusion of romantic love.

Slater says basically that the appeal of the illusion of romantic love is that Americans have

been conditioned by child-rearing practices that include only parents as nurturers (as

opposed to cultures that raise children in an environment when many community members

participate in nurturing) to believe that there is only one man or woman who can complete

the desired love-relationship. The selection of this one "beloved," to use McCullers' term,

is not arbitrary, but is based in the illusion that the beloved has the characteristics that

provide the best nurturing, so that love-at-first-sight is no more than the projection of an

individuals illusion onto an unsuspecting or participating party (Slater 93-95). Again, the

world of the image dictates the cause of isolation so that even the particular loneliness of

love grows out of the character's reluctance to be stripped "bare" and possess an illusion.

Still, in a masterful punctuation of the story, McCullers adds a reality in the epilogue of

"The Twelve Mortal men" whose chain gang voices begin one at a time to join in "somber

and joyful" music "intricately blended" (71) that, as separate individuals, they make

together. Although the unifying element is pain and confinement, they are the society of
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man that suffers the need of love, and in that need at least, they know their place in the

world.

In McCullers' last novel, the exaggerated distortion of external and internal human

characteristics is greatly diminished, but the thematic pattern running through the earlier

works provides the basis for this final work as well. Clock Without Hands, published

nearly ten years after the creative period that produced the bulk of McCullers' work, and

composed during a time of infirmity which allowed her to work only a few hours a day

and write by hand, has the basic theme of isolation, but the novel is more conventional

because its social context is more immediately related to characterization and plot. This

novel, dealing in part with various characters' reactions to impending racial desegregation

in the Southern community, stands in stark contrast to the timelessness of The Ballad of

the Sad Cafe and careful technique apparent in earlier works. It loses to the interest in

immediate social factors the tight focus on the individual that is characteristic of

McCullers' best fiction. The pathos of earlier novels gives way in Clock Without Hands to

a humor that is only partly effective and too often creates a pity for Judge Clane and the

other Southern whites struggling against change, and although the prose style is

completely McCullers' own, she adopts the more usual omniscient narrator, third person

point of view that diminishes the impression of her distinctively personal treatment of the

characters. So although Clock Without Hands more readily fits in the tradition of the

Southern novel, the differences in technique and focus make the overall quality of this last

work of McCullers inferior to those that deviated from more conventional Southern

writing.
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In keeping with the Southern characteristic of the consciousness of the historical

past, McCullers offers us Judge Clane who holds to the value of his name as heartily as he

clings to his past position and influence as a public servant. The old man has suffered a

stroke that has left him partially paralyzed, and as he represents outdated cultural tradition,

his paralysis symbolizes the condition of the community in decline that refuses to adjust to

changing social structure. But just as the judge identifies his place and self-worth through

his lineage and past position in a defined culture, the members of society strive to maintain

the previous values to preserve a sense of community, and in doing so, reflect the basic

Southern theme. And rather than looking to the future, Judge Clane typifies the old

Southern loyalty to the Confederacy by devising a plan to force the government to

exchange U.S. dollars for Confederate currency on a reduced percentage basis. In this

bizarre plan and, particularly, in his ardent beliefthat his plan will make him a great

champion of the South, he is more pathetic than humorous. But his illusion is all the old

man has to give him a purpose and a connection to life around him, for with the exception

of his teenage grandson, he has no family left, and his work consists of writing letters of

opinion or complaint to governmental officials who seldom respond. Judge Clane's

grandson, Jester, is the only character of the major four who bears no physical defect or

characteristic to give him a symbolic role in the novel. Marvin Felheim accurately

describes "the novel [as] set within a framework of sickness and death which thus become

the symptoms of the society" (49-50), and true to her theme, McCullers develops each

character's physical problem or oddity to reflect the nature of his isolation., J. T. Malone's

dying of leukemia provides the time frame of the novel, and Sherman Pew's black skin and
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blue eyes make him the symbolic target of the segregationists' rage. More importantly, the

pharmacist is alone in his infirmity because, in spite of Malone's wife and children, he has

been alone all his life, and Sherman Pew is without any sense of place because of his mixed

blood and because he has no knowledge ofthe parents who left him in a church shortly

after his birth. Jester has some idea of his parents through his grandfather's stories, and

although the boy experiences all the doubts of adolescence about his future, he is the most

traditionally normal character since Berenice in The Member of the Wedding, and as she

was representative of the human quality of acceptance, so is Jester.

In the course of fifteen months, Malone's condition gradually overwhelms him as

the narrator relates from time to time bits of his personal history that eventually show the

man's life as commonly routine and empty except for an affair many years in his past

which, although he realizes it hurt no one, still causes him to suffer extreme moral guilt.

Malone's slow death is threaded through the action encompassing the Judge's activities,

Sherman and Jester's friendship, and the eventual violent protest of a group of whites to

the integration of a white neighborhood when Sammy Lank, a "poor white," bombs the

rundown house Sherman has rented. Jester, intending to vindicate Sherman's murder,

takes Sammy up in his father's airplane with plans to kill him. But he realizes, in response

to Sammy's newfound sense of importance in the privilege of the ride and the discovery

that Sammy had fourteen children, that even Sammy's life is worth something and that

taking it would only reduce his own worth. It is here in Jester, not in Frankie Addams of

The Member of the Wedding, that we see resolve or acceptance. Jester has no cure for the

loneliness he has seen or experienced, but he has become aware of the dangers of seeking
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to establish a sense of place at the expense of others' identity and existence. Unlike the

conclusion ofFrankie's story, the last scene of Clock Without Hands leaves us with an

optimism that Jester will attempt to minimize his loneliness with this awareness rather than

perpetuate his isolation by giving in to self-delusion and egocentricity. Although minor

themes that McCullers presents through the various characters parallel ideas of Boorstin

and Slater, Southern social peculiarities tend to obscure the underlying American cultural

influences on the characters and events as well as dilute the more usual intense mood of

melancholy she customarily creates in her work. Yet the pity we experience witnessing

the old judge trying to turn back the clock and presenting a public image that is believable

to no one but himself still helps us understand the importance of the human need to secure

a place in the scheme of things, and reflects the importance of images in our culture. The

judge's expectation of recovering lost Confederate wealth is extravagant to say the least,

but also necessary for him to perpetuate the lost ideal of the Old South in his mind.

Sherman Pew, who has never known the comfort of a sense of place or purpose, is a

victim of illusions he creates out of those needs as well. From a little reading, he

convinces himself that his mother must be a famous Black opera star, and demonstrates

both the need to associate himself with the illusion of human greatness of the celebrity and

the ability to create consciously that illusionary association on the basis of insignificant

coincidences. Sherman, like the judge, works very hard, and far more consciously, to put

forth an image of himself that provides him a sense of worth. Having none of the bonds

that tie him to family or community that give a man the comfort of a place in the world,

Sherman deludes himself and others into believing his association with members he reveres
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in the Black community makes him a part of something concrete. Serving as Judge

Clane's secretary and companion offers him the image of importance to the superior white

community as well, but in view of the judge's actual worth to the community, Sherman's

connection is just another deception that offers him no real interdependence since Judge

Clane participates in the instigation of the bombing.

Malone is typical of the American who follows the course prescribed by the

demand to pursue autonomously his own destiny, but finds that achieving the lifestyle he

sought leaves him dissatisfied and aloof in the world. His friendship with Judge Clane is a

great source of pride for him as he feels associated with the "bigness" of the Judge's

position of retired Congressman. Malone attends church regularly, not so much out of the

need for spiritual guidance, but because, to him, the church is real. The narrator tells us:

Malone sought comfort in the church. When tormented by the unreality of

both death and life, it helped him to know the First Baptist Church was real

enough. The largest church in town, taking up haff a city block near the

main street, the property on offhand reckoning was worth about two

million dollars. A church like that was bound to be real. (8)

Confusing materialistic worth with reality, and faith with religion. he listens attentively to

sermons. But he always questions the worth of them in view of his fate, finding not solace

but reinforced dissatisfaction with the ideal of religion. Even though he stays with his

family through the course ofhis illness, his interdependence during his final days is only

physical because he has had no substantial emotional engagement with any of his family

since the romantic love faded out of his marriage with the birth of his first child. Malone's
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death is universal, as the narrator tells us with the opening line of the novel, "Death is

always the same," but she adds, "but each man dies in his own way"- (I), implying that

Malone's experience is an individual one that he must go through alone. Although it is not

the case in all cultures, Americans prefer to remove from visibility the social problems of

the aged and of the infirm, and although Malone is never institutionalized as Antonapoulos

is in The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter, Judge Clane demonstrates the desire to put Malone at

a distance by growing more uncomfortable with Malone and growing less willing to

discuss or acknowledge Malone's inevitable death. So the pharmacist, whose name is

perhaps the shortened compound of man alone, lives and dies detached from his

immediate physical environment; he is the crock without hands, unable to stop time or

gauge how much is left to him without markers to tell him what his life has been or when

it will end.



CHAPTER V

SHORT FICTION

The short story of Carson McCullers present difficulties for the Southern critic.

Although occasional elements in McCullers' short stories are undeniably Southern or

exhibit the influence of her Southern background, the stories are, for the most part,

lacking qualities of regionalism. Unlike those of Eudora Welty, Flannery O'Connor or

William Faulkner, whose stories in essence provide the basis for definition of Southern

short fiction, McCuller's settings vary, some not clearly identified at all, and she creates no

majority of any regional origin for the characters. In the cases of the most anthologized

stories, those also appearing in The BalladofSa cafd and Other Stories, the setting is

more often New York than the South. And while the narrator may reveal to the reader a

character originates from the South, neither the characters nor the stories exhibit typical

qualities of Southern literature. Doubtless, Richard Gray would find historical context

merely absent, not an absent presence; the only sense of place to be found is a sense of

alienation from all places; and any distortion of character cannot be assigned to the

Southern Gothic. Perhaps, the very fact the stories are only remotely associated to and

peripherally influenced by any Southern aspects explains why interpretations of the stories

appear so seldom in the discussions by Southern critics. Again, the failure of a Southern-
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born writer to pen stories compliant with the expectations of tradition should not negate

the quality of the stories, but merely disqualify them as Southern stories.

Because each of these stories focuses so intently on a single character, social

context remains in the background. Most especially, the stories show us clearly the talent

McCullers possessed for the "universalizing process" Rubin tells us literature defines.

Still, the social context is American, and the characters of these stories, like the characters

of McCullers' novels struggle with isolation, seeking to escape it through the same means

as characters in the novels.

In "The Jockey," for instance, Bitsy Barlow bears subtle resemblance to Jake

Blount while, at the same time, the circumstances that once helped him alleviate the

loneliness of his isolation parallel those of John Singer's relationship with Antonopolos.

The narrator provides a portrait of Bitsy that communicates the same rage and frustration

apparent in Jake. Bitsy, however, is consumed with a single and personal injustice rather

than the societal injustice eating away at Jake. McCullers intertwines the issue of Bitsy's

separation from his friend, another rider named McGuire, because of an accident occurring

several months earlier at a Miami track, with his perception of an injustice both to the

injured McGuire and the men of his kind. After a current race at Saratoga, Bitsy, with an

air of defiance and accusation, confronts a trainer, a rich man (owner of the horse Bitsy

rode that day), and a handicapper. Although the narrator does not include details

explaining Bitsy's grudge toward these three, it is apparent he blames them for his loss of

the one connection to something other than his "weak lonely self." Sylvester, the trainer,

offers a skeletal description of Bitsy's association with McGuire: "'They were particular
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friends' Sylvester said. 'You would always find [McGuire] up in Bitsy's hotel room.

They would be playing rummy or else lying on the floor reading the sports page together"'

(94). With obvious hatred, Bitsy tells the group eating at a table in a hotel dining room

that McGuire is out of his cast and one of his legs is two inches shorter than the other.

Having emphasized Bitsy's diminutive stature as nearly freakish and in a sense a handicap,

the narrator leads the reader logically to assume McGuire is no different and not only has

endured great suffering, but also has lost possibility of ever riding again. While Louis

Rubin claims McCullers' fiction was an "exploration of surfaces" and "stopped short of

the tragic" (195), in terms of American culture the inability to perform one's art or trade

is, in fact, nothing other than tragic. Surely McGuire'-s, as well as Bitsy's, identity hinges

upon being a jockey. Unable to ride, McGuire has not only lost his means of income but is

merely a small man in a culture obsessed with bigness. Sylvester responds first to this

news; he "clucked his tongue and shook his head," saying, "'I realize how you feel." To

this, Bitsy asks, "Do you?" and the conversation ends with "'Well those things happen,'

said the rich man" (97). Here, the echo of Jake Blount's dissatisfaction with society and

Dr. Copeland's battle against poverty and oppression rings out clearly if not overtly. And

just with the two men in The Heart is a Lonely Hunter, Bitsy is altered by his sense of

alimentation; he has turned to drink and has trouble keeping his weight low enough for

riding so he eats little. The other characters call him crazy (96). Finally, he turns away,

calling the trio "Libertines.. . You libertines," and the narrator describes the three men as

silent and shrugging (98).
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The reader can realize the intertwined emotions that Bitsy feels, for the reader has

seen Bitsy in the bar only moments before, angry and hurting. The narrator notes that

"Two girls. . . turned towards each other, and at the other end of the bar two touts had

started an argument about which was the highest mountain in the world. Everyone was

with somebody else; there was no other person drinking alone that night" (97).

It is immediately following the matter-of-fact close of this passage that Bitsy pays for his

drink with a fifty-dollar bill and goes to the dining room to confront the other men.

Having seen Bitsy drinking alone and recognizing his solitary presence in the midst of the

crowd of couples and groups, combined with understanding his point of view concerning

McGuire's crippling injuries, a reader no doubt sees the double tragedy affecting the

jockey. He has, however, failed to communicate his feelings or his reasoning to the other

three men, and frustrated communication contributes as much to his isolation as to John

Singer's or any other of McCuller's isolated characters.

"The Sojourner" is representative of the difficulty of confining interpretation of

McCuller's fiction within the scope of the Southern Tradition. John Ferris, the main

character, represents a generic American more than a Southerner. John is newspaperman

who is widely traveled, and, as the story opens, he awakens from half-dreams in a New

York hotel room several days after attending his father's funeral in his Georgia hometown.

From his dreams, it is clear he has been all over the world. The death of his father and the

return home have made him acutely aware that he is no longer a young man with what

seemed endless time ahead. Having established John's frame of mind, McCuller's uses
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two primary elements to bring out the theme of isolation and ultimately to bring John to a

Joycean epiphany: his address book and ex-wife's family.

Early in John's last day in New York before returning to his home in Paris, he

looks at his address book and ponders the outdated, even fading, names never crossed out.

Recalling people and information about them he has heard such as who died or who

married, he does not at the time consider that his own name might be fading from legibility

in someone else's address book. He does, however, consider the transient nature of

relationships in his life, including love affairs after his divorce and friends whom he lost

track of, feeling not so much nostalgia as an emptiness. Fairly soon afterward, John sees

his ex-wife outside the coffee shop window and rushes out to follow her. He is taken

aback by the sudden emotions and "quiver of his heart" which overpower him at the sight

of Elizabeth, and instead of catching up to her, he turns back to his hotel. Still bothered

by his reactions, he calls her. She explains that she and her husband have plans for that

evening and invites him to an early dinner.

Although he knows she also has children, he is again amazed at his response to the

boy who greets him at the door. A husband and children were "something that his mind

had failed somehow to acknowledge.... emotionally" (118). John's somber pondering of

people listed in the address book and the eight years of random, infrequent thoughts of

Elizabeth had been a processing of data and nothing more. For years, John has exercised

"internalized control" in the way typical of Americans who encounter drastic life changes

or disillusionment. The filtering of experience and the anesthetization of emotion which

results from that internalization's left John's experiences both filtered and purposeless. In
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the midst of Elizabeth's family, he begins to see how singular a being he is: "Ferris

suddenly felt himself a spectator--an interloper.. . . Why had he come? He suffered. His

own life seemed so solitary" (119). It is not uncommon, nor does it constitute an earth-

shattering revelation, when a single person visits a family and envies the close connectins.

However, McCullers takes Ferris further into a recognition of his need for engagement

and dependency. Elizabeth's son reacts with confusion and dismay when he learns Ferris

was once married to his mother, and to break the tension, Elizabeth agrees to play the

piano for Ferris. McCullers here employs an expert knowledge of music and her narrator

describes a fugue in terms parallel to the experience of Ferris' coming epiphany:

The first voice ofthe fugue, an announcement pure and solitary was

repeated intermingling with a second voice, and again repeated within an

elaborated frame.... The principal melody was woven with two other

voices, embellished with countless ingenuities--now dominant, again

submerged, it had the sublimity of a single thing that does not fear

surrender to the whole. Toward the end, the density. . . gathered for the

last enriched insistence ... and with a chorded final statement the fugue

ended. (121-122)

Following the fugue, Elizabeth plays a piece John recognizes as a familiar one of her

repertoire when they were married with a melody that "had lain a long while dormant in

his heart" (122). The mid interrupts with a call to dinner, and Ferris finds himself seated

between Elizabeth and her husband. Ferris says, "'L'improvisation de la vie humaine'. . ..

There's nothing that makes you so aware of the improvisation of human existence as a
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song unfinished. Or an old address book" (122). Ferris is no longer merely processing

data; he feels intensely the emptiness his life has been. In a sad attempt to conceal this fact

from Elizabeth, he lies, telling her he and his current love Jeanine will probably marry soon

and that he takes Jeanine's son to the gardens regularly when, in fact, Jeanine is still

married to a man she left in Russia and Ferris had taken Valentin to the gardens only once,

preferring to ignore the child (122). Time for Elizabeth to leave for theater releases Ferris

from view of others, and he returns to his hotel eager for the flight home.

Late the next day on the airplane, Ferris thinks ofElizabeth and her family "with

longing, gentle envy and inexplicable regret" (124). With no apparent intent to analyze his

feelings or to extinguish them, he tries to remember the melody of the unfinished song.

What came to him instead was the single voice of the fugue, "inverted mockingly and in a

minor key" and for a while "the anxieties of transience and solitude no longer troubled

him" (124). Upon arriving home, Ferris "glimpsed the disorder of his life: the succession

of cities, of transitory loves; and time ... always time" (124). In near panic, he screams to

be let in the flat, and finding the six-year-old Valentin alone, his mother working, Ferris

follows the boy to his crayons and papers. He the draws the boy close, and "the

unfinished music ... came to him suddenly. Unsought, the load of memory jettisoned--

this time bringing only recognition and joy" (125). Were the story to end here, one could

smile and conclude that Ferris had managed to escape his life of empty experience:

however, Ferris' joy is short-lived. He revels for moment, telling Valentin all they will do,

mentioning the puppet show he refused Valentin during their one outing. Valentin

reminds him the "the guigonol is now closed," and the narrator comments, "Again, the
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They begin at the wrong end of love. They begin at the climax" (150). Ignoring jeers

from other customers and the stingy owner's interrupting him, the old man explains that

"love should be begun" with "A Tree. A Rock. A Cloud" (150) and that he had begun

loving simple things and moved on to "a street full of people" and a "bird in the sky"

(151). He asks the boy what he thinks, if he can "realize what a science like [his] can

mean" and the child asks again if he ever "found the woman" or has fallen in love with any

other woman (151). His failed communication neither excites nor surprises him; he merely

shakes his head and explains that loving a woman is the "last step in [his} science" and he

is "not quite ready," (151.) As the old man leaves, he says to the boy, "Remember, I love

you" (151), leaving the puzzled boy to ask the owner, "Is he crazy?" The owner, who

prided himself as a "critic of craziness," much like Biff Brannon, said nothing. It is in this

story that a reader is most likely to find some assurance that there are means to escape the

isolation inherent in the human condition. Furthermore, the owner's silence suggests that

the old man did, in fact, communicate to one other person at least the essence of his

condition if not his theory.



CONCLUSION

Understanding that McCullers' own physical and mental conditions were in decline

during the writing of her last work, one can presume that Malone's feelings were her own

and that the experience of his illness was realistic in terms of her personal experience, just

as the realism of Judge Clane's frustration with his paralysis may well have been the

author's experience with the loss of the use of her left extremities. And no doubt, through

the pages of all her fiction, many events, settings, and characters spring from her life

experiences. The more important elements of all her works, however, present the realism

of loneliness as she experienced it and as she perceived those around her to have

experienced it. And although her tortured vision was a personal one, she felt it a vision

worth sharing, and the relevance of her vision to defining external experience through the

inner life is not confined to the reader reared in the South or in America, but because most

people experience the longing to be heard and understood and to feel safe within a

community, her vision is worth sharing with all readers.

The relevance of her vision to American and Southern readers' interest increases,

however, with the consideration of character traits that are particular to those social

environments, and the reader who is aware of those traits can gain some understanding

through her shared vision of what causes his or her sense of isolation in more immediate

and personal ways than he can through direct discussions of the contributing cultural
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factors such as those of Boorstin and Slater. Any reader must employ insight, as

McCullers warned, and accept the discouraging portrait she draws of human experience

in America, before the reader can see himself or herself through the symbolism she uses to

develop the variations of her basic theme. Rejecting the relevance of her work to the

definition of the American experience because her characters and settings are Southern is

as wasteful as ignoring her worth to the tradition of the American novel because she is a

Southern writer and assuming, therefore, that her theme and vision must be strictly

Southern. The concepts of Boorstin and Siater illustrated thematically in her novels and

through various events and character development show that McCullers' belief that

loneliness is a particularly "American malady" is very much a part of her vision.

Unfortunately, in expressing this loneliness in keeping with the tradition in American

fiction--by presenting the individual detached from society struggling alone to fill his

needs, she contradicted the Southern literary tradition of presenting the individual

attempting to re-establish or adjust fading bonds to society. The tendency to evaluate her

works as Southern because of setting and other concrete details peculiar to the South has

led many critics concerned-with the American novel to mention her only casually or to

exclude her from their discussions, for most of the criticism available of McCullers' work

is done in regard to Southern writing or by Southern critics. The few who do include her

in the broader subject of American literary criticism too often demonstrate the bias of the

Southern critics who have done the detailed analyses of her fiction from which they draw

their conclusions. Because McCullers' expression of her vision only partly conforms to

traditional Southern writing, Southern critics supplying the in-depth studies of her art are
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usually critical of her method, and their influence on other criticism has perpetuated a

misunderstanding of her intent and a common under-evaluation of her achievements.

Critics such as Walter Allen, Chester Eisinger, and even the Southern critic, Oliver Evans,

have approached McCullers' works to develop their personal points of view, all aware that

she is writing about the South she experienced rather than about the South that had all but

disappeared by the time she was old enough to leave Columbus to go to New York where

she began her serious writing endeavors.

By interpreting McCullers' novels with the fundamental understanding that her

theme is consistent through all of her work and that the physical and psychological

distortion of her characters is a symbolic representation of the causes and effects of

isolation rather than a "realistic representation of life," as Evans put it, a few critics have

praised her art for its honesty and precision in expressing her vision. Adding to this

method of interpretation an understanding of American cultural attitudes provided by

Slater and Boorstin sheds new light on McCullers' concern for the cultural traditions that

inhibit the individual in fulfilling personal needs and distort his or her behavior through the

suppression of his natural desires. Although Chester Eisinger, in The Fiction of the

Forties, is not attempting to parallel the quality of McCuller's work with the American

experience of life, he describes her art in much the same terms in which Slater describes

Americans and Walter Allen describes the protagonist of the American novel. After

Eisinger says McCullers' works "have no sense of the continuity of life," he explains:

She has succeeded perhaps too well in creating an art form that is cut off

from life. It is a form cut off from society, from morality, from religion,
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from ideas, from concern with man's burden or with man's hope. It is a

special art form, and its special quality makes it symptomatic of the

phenomena we always have with us--a disturbed psyche and a disturbed

time. (258)

McCullers' tortured vision that she expressed through variations of a basic pattern is

symptomatic of all the ills plaguing American culture seen by Daniel Boorstin and Philip

Slater, who are no less concerned about the struggle of Americans in their daily existence

and lifelong pursuits. McCullers works offer no solution and predict no outcome for

society as The Image and The Pursuit ofLoneliness attempt to do, but Carson McCullers

shared her vision with the same hope that readers would at least be made aware of the

disturbed condition of their times and their collective and individual psyches. And as

Southern literature bears the characteristics of the culture from which it springs, so, then,

McCullers' art bears the characteristics of American culture that Eisinger unwittingly, but

accurately, applies in describing "its special form."
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